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INTRODUCTION
In the late twentieth century writers within the social sciences
argued that the world was in a flux, that it was increasingly
invaded by images and screens and thereby altered into a twodimensional hyperreal world of surfaces. The TV-screen, the
ever-increasing rise of TV-channels, computer games, and the
possibilities in cyberspace gave rise to a floating surfer identity,
lacking of fixed and stable points of identification. The sign—
according to these writers—was at increasing speed departing
from the signified (Baudrillard 1994: 160-164, Hansen 1982: 16).
In this rapidly changing world an odd tribe of ethnographic
filmmakers (Weinberger 1994: 3) nevertheless kept on trying to
record, edit and represent layers of social reality that lie beyond
what the eye immediately captures on the surface. Somewhat
paradoxically they pursued this quest by means of the very
machines that seemed to be paramount agents in what might be
called the two-dimensionalization of the world; namely the
camera, the editing board and the TV-screen. Several writers
from mainstream anthropology have criticized these attempts for

not being able to state arguments, which could be subjects of
scientific debate. Kirsten Hastrup has formulated one of the
fiercest critiques. Treating words and images as ideal types she
argues that while knowledge communicated through film
remains iconographic and “thin”:

Ethnographic writing, on the other hand, may invoke a degree of
reflexivity which enables us to turn knowledge into consciousness,
without which we cannot transcend the limitations of established
forms, also of difference. With films, differences must be taken at
face-value; in writings the context-values that are embodied in the
visible differences can be assessed. (Hastrup 1992: 21)

Hastrup provides the example of a series of photographs she
took during a ram exhibition on Iceland. Even though the
exhibition was exclusively for men she managed to get access to
what she soon realized was a competition of sexual potency
focused on measuring the size and weight of the ram’s testicles.
Later when she developed the photographs—ill-focused, badly
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lit, lopsided featuring the backs of men and ram—she became
rather disappointed:
The texture of maleness and sex had been an intense sensory
experience, but it was invisible. The reality of the total social event
had been transformed into a two-dimensional image, a souvenir.
(Hastrup 1992: 9)

While Hastrup admits that other photographers might have been
able to take better photos she argues that the “thick”, “invisible”
and “secret” meaning (cf. Geertz 1993: 27) of the event could
only be communicated in words.
Not surprisingly, Hastrup’s argument has engendered a number
of responses within the subdiscipline of visual anthropology
(Crawford and Turton 1992: 5, MacDougall 2006: 216, Postma
2006: 325). One of the most agitated responses has been made
by Lucien Taylor, who lumps Hastrup together with arguments
made by Bloch (in Houtman 1988) and Baxter (1977) as another
instance of “iconophobia”, which he speculates has to do with
film’s capacity of exceeding theory and “of showing
anthropologists’ purchase on the lived experience of their
subjects to be rather more precarious than they would like to
believe” (Taylor 1996: 88). Thus Taylor points to the paradox
that Hastrup, as a pivotal figure within the anthropology of

experience, seems to find little use in the medium which with its
constant flow of images, sounds and words most closely
resembles the way humans experience their reality. Moreover,
film is through techniques such as framing and montage fully
capable of entering the realm of abstraction and synthesis from
where Hastrup wants to exclude it. But unlike the written word
the depictions of social life made in films are linked and made
answerable to the pro-filmic historical reality of which they
always and inevitably bear “indexical stigmata” (Ibid. 79).

As a student of anthropology with an interest in ethnographic
filmmaking I have also taken part in the—according to
Hastrup—odd quest of discovering the hidden meanings of
human life by filming the practices of my informants with a
video camera. Like Hastrup, I was at first rather suspicious of
the footage I was able to capture. During the last years I have
become much more positive—not entirely out of objective
scientific reasons but partly also because I simply enjoy the
practice of film production. Whereas I have become increasingly
more positive towards the viewpoints of Taylor and other visual
anthropologists of his brand, there are, however, still questions,
which I feel are left unexamined in the mudslinging between
opponents of visual and written anthropology.
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First of all, abstraction and synthesis in the form of filmic
montage and framing seems not entirely comparable to that of
the written word. And whereas “thick depictions” made in films
indeed have value as analyses of human life, written “thick
descriptions” certainly also have and the one is not reducible to
the other (cf. MacDougall 1999). Thus I feel that indeed Hastrup
has a point in stating that some features of human life are
actually easier to write than make films about (cf. Weiner 1997).
Secondly, it seems as if the different modes of filmmaking as
well as writing are merged into one in this discussion, whereas
we are of course dealing with widely different ways of looking at
and representing the world. This has been discussed by a
number of authors and I shall attend to their categorizations
throughout the thesis (Crawford 1992, 1993, Loizos 1992, 1993,
Barbash and Taylor 1997). Nevertheless, I find it curious, how
rarely filmmaking is discussed alongside other methods for
generating anthropological knowledge, and not least that longtime hallmark of mainstream anthropology called participant
observation. It is common knowledge among visual
anthropologists that the presence of a camera has an impact on
what is seen and heard by the fieldworker (Rouch 1978: 22,
Møhl 2003: 166). But it is less commonly noted that it also
radically alters the possibilities of participation, sometimes to the

point of complete obstruction, as it was the case in a fieldwork I
carried out among cameldrivers by the Pyramids in Giza.

Finally, I feel a need for a greater focus on the possible gains of
leaving the mudslinging in favour of entering a debate about
how visual and other forms of data generation as well as visual
and written forms of representation might be combined. This
has been a concern in the recent experiments with
anthropological multimedia and hypermedia (Duke, Ramsden
and Warrell 1995, Biella 1997, Biella 2004). These emerging
forms of representation are indeed very promising—especially
considering the possibilities of teaching anthropology.
Nevertheless, I think that these forms, which often tend to be
built around a principle of the more data the better, seem less
workable as contributions in anthropological debates than the
more condensed form of articles, films or paper presentations.
Other visual anthropologists have insisted on accompanying
films with written study guides, which could illuminate the
things, which are difficult or impossible to see in the film
(Heider 1976: 70, Asch and Asch 1988, Hoek, Nijland and
Shrestha 2006: 228). Few filmmakers have, however, attempted
to incorporate explicit theoretical analysis and arguments, as we
know it from writing, directly in ethnographic films. Thus
despite these efforts in multimedia, hypermedia and written
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study guides I still think that it might be worthwhile to pursue an
integration of different representational forms within a single
anthropological presentation.
For the sake of personal as well as scientific clarification this
thesis is thus devoted to an investigation of the possible uses and
gains as well as limitations and distortions that the practice of
filmmaking can have in the development of anthropological
knowledge. On the one hand I am interested in the use of film
production as a methodological tool to generate data. On the
other hand I am interested in film production as a way of
representing anthropological knowledge. These two uses of film
are necessarily intimately connected—among other things
because the recorded clips always “bear the scars of the
encounters that produced them” (Taylor 1996: 79, cf. Ingold
2005: 260) and hence the methods, which guided the recording,
will also be visible in the final representation. The research
question that guides the thesis is thus defined as:
An exploration of methodological and representational possibilities and
limitations of filmmaking in the production of anthropological knowledge.
With this question in mind I will investigate three cases of film
production, in which I have been involved as co-director,
cameraman, editor and producer. Hence, the thesis takes the

form of an autobiographical journey through my own
filmmaking and the inspirations I got along the way from seeing
other films and from reading the debates on visual anthropology.
My interest in this subject began five years ago when I realized
that ethnographic filmmaking offered an opportunity to
reconcile my academic interests with my longstanding passion
for photography and video. The films I have made emerged as
the result of an ad hoc approach in which I gradually through
the practice of making films became aware of the possibilities
and limitations of filmmaking as a tool in the development of
anthropological knowledge. Perhaps because of the low degree
of theoretical reflection, which informed the production of the
films I stumbled head-on into many of the problems discussed
in the debates about visual anthropology. Hence, the form of the
thesis has been chosen because I simply know most about the
production of these films and because an evaluation of them
gives me the best ground to discuss the gains and limitations of a
cinematic approach to anthropology. Therefore the thesis does
not include a grand overview of the different debates and
approaches to ethnographic filmmaking. Rather I enter into
these debates in the order that they appear relevant in relation to
the discussion of my own filmmaking.

First, I examine the film Want a Camel, Yes? (Nielsen and
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Bahnsen 2004) about the encounter between cameldrivers and
western tourists by the Pyramids in Giza. This film was shot and
edited in a similar way as Dennis O’Rourke’s film Cannibal Tours
(1988) about tourism in Papua New Guinea and was also
inspired by the MTV-montage-style of the Swedish filmmakers
Eric Gandini (2001, 2003) and Johan Söderberg (1998). Thus the
film consists of a montage of both cameldrivers’ and tourists’
points of view. Due to the heavy filming restrictions at the Giza
Plateau in-depth observation of the encounter was not possible.
Therefore we decided to rely on a rather interventive shooting
style by making interviews with tourists and cameldrivers and by
setting up the interaction ourselves. This approach resembles the
dialogical intersubjective cinéma-vérité of Jean Rouch and Edgar
Morin (1961). But even though interesting aspects of the tourist
encounter were revealed important parts of what goes on at the
Giza Plateau were not possible to access through this approach.
When I two years later set out to do fieldwork among the
cameldrivers without the camera and in the role as a
participating broker of camel trips a different and considerably
less romantic image evolved.
In the second chapter I discuss the film Ngat is Dead: Studying
Mortuary Traditions (2007), which I have made in collaboration
with Ton Otto and Steffen Dalsgaard. This film shows the story

of the anthropologist Ton Otto who returns to the island of
Baluan in the South Pacific in order to carry out mortuary
ceremonies for his deceased adopted father. The production of
this film greatly benefited from Ton’s long-standing relationship
with the islanders (Otto 1991, 1997) and—to a much greater
degree than my previous film—this film succeeded in becoming
a shared and dialogical project in Rouch’s sense. Furthermore,
the fact that both filmmakers and Baluan people had converging
interests in the project made it possible to document the
customary practices in a much less intrusive way than with my
previous film in Giza. In this chapter I also reflect on the
possibilities of film vis-à-vis written texts as a medium for
communicating anthropological knowledge by comparing the
film with some of Ton’s writings. By taking a comparative look
at Kildea and Simon’s Koriams Law (2003) and Asch and
Chagnon’s The Ax Fight (1975) I explore what may happen if
arguments and analytical points as they appear in articles and
books are incorporated explicitly into film.

In the third and final chapter I summarize the conclusions from
the production of Want a Camel, Yes? and Ngat is Dead and
discuss them in relation to a new film project about a large
cultural festival, which took place at Baluan Island in Christmas
2006. The organizers of the festival wanted us to make a film
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about the visible parts of the festival: the dances, songs, the
division of money and the official speeches. Their hope was that
our film could promote Baluan and Manus to a broader audience
and thereby attract international tourism. Another less explicit
hope for the main organizer of the festival, Soanin Kilangit, was
to establish himself as a political leader before the national
election. Apart from recording the extraordinary visible
performances during the festival we arrived with the intention of
exploring some of the hidden sides of the political game and the
radical cultural and social transformations, which had been in the
pipeline for several years but which were accelerated due to the
festival. While the recordings consist of a combination of
observational documentation and dialogical intervention I wish
with this film to experiment with the possibilities of bringing
more abstract and theoretical discussions about tradition and
cultural change in direct contact with the footage. Furthermore,
I wish to experiment with more radical forms of montage such
as the constructivist cinema of Eisenstein, Pudovkin and Vertov
and the deconstructivist cinema of filmmakers such as Trinh T.
Minh-ha and Eric Gandini. Apart from the function of this
thesis as an exam on my study I have conceived it as a chance—
through reflection on the productions I already have made—to
develop some hopefully interesting and innovative ideas, which
will guide the editing of this forthcoming film.

Transcultural montage

Before proceeding to the investigation of these films I will
outline some of the main ideas, which will be elaborated
throughout the thesis. All the films build on extensive use of
intercutting between different angles and perspectives, of
footage captured at different times and locations, as well as
footage shot through different ethnographic approaches to
filmmaking such as observational cinema (Young 2003) and the
more interventional cinéma-vérité (Rouch and Morin 1961). For
this reason montage is a term which I find particular important
when evaluating these films.

In the broadest sense of the term, film montage (French for
‘putting together’) refers to the particular selection, assemblage,
and editing of shots in a film, and can be seen in many different
forms and applied for a variety of purposes. Thus the cut from
one shot to another may among other things convey actionreaction, make an effect of continuity or of time passed, visualize
a shift of perspective, make a jump from the whole to a part or
vice versa, perform a flashback, show parallel simultaneous
action or simply contrast what was seen in the first shot with the
next. As Deleuze has pointed out several trends of montage can
be distinguished of which the two most important are the
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American school originating from Griffith and the Soviet school
of filmmakers such as Eisenstein, Pudovkin and Vertov
(Deleuze 2005a: 31). For Griffith montage was first and
foremost used to depict organic “unity in diversity” in which
parts act and react on each other, threaten each other and enter
into conflict but usually in the end overcome the conflict
whereafter unity is restored. Hence, narrative coherence and
consistency is the primary aim of this type of montage (Ibid).
Thompson and Bordwell (2003) also locate in Griffith the
beginnings of the continuity system, which aims at preserving
narrative clarity by avoiding shifts of camera angles of more than
180 degrees, by using shot/reverseshot to couple the viewpoints
of people within a scene and by cutting from wide angle shots to
close-ups of the same actions taking place. Through such
techniques the idea is “to maintain unbroken connection with
each preceding [shot]” (Capus in Thompson and Bordwell 2003:
46).
In contrast to this, the Russian constructivists Eisenstein,
Pudovkin and Vertov used a dialectic “montage of opposition”
as a revolutionary tool to create new visions that could challenge
established forms and conventions and thereby make way for
radical change. Thus, according to Eisenstein, shots are not to be
placed next to each other but rather on top of each other, so that

each cut consists in a qualitative leap (Deleuze 2005a: 38). While
editing in the continuity style of much American cinema is
provided to create an illusion of a smooth flow of time, the
Russian constructivists experimented in speeding up film
footage, slowing it down, make shots overlap so that actions are
repeated and/or use ecliptical editing (jumpcutting) to violently
shorten the real-time duration of events (Thompson and
Bordwell 2003: 131). Thereby what they aimed for was rather
than an illusion of real-time actions in contiguous spaces a new
cinematic representation of time and space (cf. Sitney 1990: 44).
Another common device used by the constructivists was the
non-diegetic insert—that is shots which are unrelated to the
story-world of a film but which might act as metaphors or visual
comments on what is seen. In Eisenstein’s October (1928)
primitive religious artefacts are thus juxtaposed to military
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decorations in order to make viewers speculate on the patriotism
used to convince soldiers to risk their lives (Thompson and
Bordwell 2003: 134). The intention of such montage was to use
film as a propagandistic “cinema-fist” which through shock
effects could show the proletariat their situation but also show
them the way out of it (Eisenstein 1988: 64).
Both Griffith as well as the early Russian filmmakers were
particularly occupied with the filmic possibilities of juxtaposing
shots and thereby enable viewers to have experiences that
differed from normal perception—either in the form of organic
narrative wholeness or in the form of radical shock therapy. In
contrast to this most ethnographic filmmakers have primarily
been interested in the “cinema of duration” as advocated by
André Bazin—that is, the ability of the film/video camera to
capture events and actions in human life in the order and pace
that they actually occur (Bazin 2005: 39, MacDougall 1978).
Montage has therefore often been seen as something, which
ideally should be avoided or at least minimized as it interrupts,
manipulates and pollutes the footage (Heider 1976: 113, cf.
Crawford 1992: 77, Vaughan 1992: 100). Important exceptions
include filmmakers such as Trinh T. Minh-ha who in Reassemblage
(1982) used abrupt montage and jumpcutting to deconstruct
conventional ideas of filmmaking and Robert Gardner who in

the Forest of Bliss (1986) has attempted a poetic representation of
reality through impressionistic editing.

However, what seems to have attracted most anthropologists as
well as anthropologically minded filmmakers to the medium of
film is not the possibilities in the editing room, but rather its
ability to produce a vision, which in many ways are similar to the
vision of the human eye (Taylor 1996: 75, Eaton 1979: 51).
Especially the long uninterrupted shot has been valued for its
capacity of reproducing a direct objective representation of
“what actually happened” seen from the subjective viewpoint of
the cameraman (Henley n.d.: 7, Nichols 2004: 234).

The imitation of the human eye, which is inherent in both
observational cinema and cinéma-vérité, has important
limitations, however, and we might for a start note how contrast,
angle, colour, sound, and depth certainly appear very different
on film than it does for the cameraman while recording it.
Without attempting to denounce the value of film-as-record, I
wish with this thesis to make a case for the anthropological value
of juxtaposing shots taken from different angles, at different
places, and/or at different times and thereby establish visual
experiences that are not possible to have from the limited
viewpoint of our bodies. Thus I argue that it is exactly in its
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capacity of interrupting the long take that the filmic has a
possibility of circumventing the hierarchy between writing and
film (Hastrup 1992: 21). Partly in line with Taylor I argue that
through montage and other filmic techniques the filmic is
capable of encompassing the written “thick descriptions” and
make “thin” footage unfold as “thick depictions”. This should of
course not be an end in itself. Rather I wish to point to the
possibilities in the contradictions, conflicts and interferences
which arise when different filmic and written representations are
combined in montage as well as the possibilities in combining
filmic and non-filmic means of data collection. Films that have
experimented with the kinds of juxtapositions I have in mind
include Rouch’s Les Maîtres Fous (1954), Asch and Chagnon’s The
Ax Fight (1975), Kildea and Leach’s Trobriand Cricket 1979, and
Kildea and Simon’s Koriams Law (2005).
The argument to some extent lies in extension of David
MacDougall’s analysis of the transcultural capacities of images
and film (1999). Whereas writing might be superior in its
capacity of abstract expression and categorization and “of
showing us the rules of the social and cultural institutions by
which [people] live” (Ibid: 259), MacDougall points to the way
images and films in a different and superior way are able to
address issues of social agency, body praxis, and the role of the

senses and emotions in social life. Whereas anthropological
writing often has a tendency to favour verbal knowledge and
thereby reduce the complexity of human practice to cultural
explanations, films with their indexical link to social reality
represent culture “not as the defining feature of life (indeed, in
pictures the concept of culture cannot appear at all) but rather as
a set of inflections of the recognizable world.” (Ibid: 258-259).
Hence, MacDougall points out how the content of images is
physical and psychological before it is cultural and thereby
displays features about social life that cut across cultural
boundaries and transcends the cultural explanations, which often
are invoked in written anthropology (Ibid: 252).

In his newest work, MacDougall has argued that due to the
different aspects of human life that written and visual ways of
representation are able to address, visual anthropology ought to
liberate itself from earlier attempts of trying to exemplify what
could better be described in an article or a book and instead
attend to the subjects which the medium is better capable of
representing (MacDougall 2006: 271). Contrary to MacDougall’s
argument for a separation of the disciplines I think, however,
that another conclusion of his analysis of the specific capabilities
of images vis-à-vis writing might be to reintegrate and indeed
make creative use of the potential which lies in the fact that
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“visual images have a way of undermining writing” (MacDougall
1999: 264). Even though filmic and written forms of
representation are able to reveal different aspects of human life it
is still however the same socio-cultural realities we are dealing
with. If film is able to capture and represent aspects of human
life in ways writing is not (and vice and versa) it seems to me all
the more pertinent that we seek to integrate these approaches to
reality (cf. Nijland in Postma and Crawford 2006: 3).
While I agree with MacDougall that certain features in images
seem to cut across cultures, I find, however, that some additional
remarks about when and how images are able to transcend
culture is needed. In one of the few reception studies of
ethnographic films, Martinez demonstrated how the vast
majority of American students exposed to Asch and Chagnon’s
Yanomamö films severely misunderstood the action taking place
and were reinforced in their stereotypical understandings (2004:
220). In The Ax Fight all viewers immediately recognize that the
actors are human beings with one head, two arms and two legs
just like ourselves. Nevertheless, what American students mainly
pay attention to is the aggresive behaviour, which they find
barbaric, savagelike and bestial. Whether Martinez’s analysis tells
something about The Ax Fight or American students is not
entirely certain (cf. Ruby 2000: 191). What is certain however is

that the images in this film—despite their transcultural
features—are often received in highly cultural biased ways.
According to Martinez, American students need to to know
more about the filmmakers’ relationship with the Yanomamö in
order to identify themselves with these people as fellow human
beings. More contextualisation and especially contextualisation
of the filmmakers’ experience with the Yanomamö would
therefore have made a difference for these students (Martinez
2004: 224)

The lesson I think we might learn from Martinez’s study is that
film does not automatically yield a transcultural experience in
viewers. Nevertheless, it could do it but whether or not it does
depend among many other things on the framing of the images,
on the filmic contextualisation and on the cultural biases and
dispositions of viewers (cf. Ruby 2000: 185). Such
contextualization might be done in more or less explicit ways. In
an effort to nuance the discussion about written and filmic
representations, Peter Crawford has pointed to the ways in
which different modes of ethnographic film use words and other
“digital” contextualization strategies in order to create the
distance necessary for the audience to balance the proximity of
the analogue images (1992: 70). In accordance with this I think it
right to state that a transcultural cinema does not only rely on
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the transcultural features inherent in images in themselves but to
a significant degree also on the ability of the filmmaker to
provide a montage and a filmic contextualisation which makes
viewers capable of noticing the things that defy cultural
boundaries. While Crawford highlights how ethnographic films
made for a specialized academic audience to a greater degree
than films made for a broader audience are able to leave the film
language undisturbed of the usual cornucopia of wordily
explanation and thereby invite viewers to see and sense for
themselves (Crawford 1993: 41), I wish in this thesis to move a
bit in the opposite direction. My aim is thus to show how
montage can be used simultaneously to disturb and contextualize
wordily explanations as well as different forms of filmic
depictions.
Thus I intend this thesis as an argument for radical montage—
not merely of footage shot from different angles and/or in
different parts of the world (cf. Marcus 1994)—but of different
anthropological ways of seeing—as it is manifest in approaches
such as observational cinema, cinéma-vérité and kino-pravda as
well as more conventional anthropological methods such as
participant observation without a camera. The idea of
distinguishing between different ways of seeing is borrowed
from Anna Grimshaw’s analysis of The Ethnographic Eye (2001, cf.

Berger 1972). Her project was to identify ways of seeing in
anthropological film and writing in order to rephrase the history
of anthropological theory around the metaphor of vision. Thus
‘seeing’ is used as a shorthand for a variety of knowledge
generating practices which apart from actual seeing also includes
listening, feeling, smelling and collecting while keeping vision as
the guiding metaphor for what we do as anthropologists
(Grimshaw 2001: 7, MacDougall 1999: 267, Willerslev 2006).
Here, my project is—as an extension of her analysis—to identify
the possibilities and limitations of different ways of seeing and
through synthesis make way for a new and perhaps better way of
seeing.

The idea that it is in fact possible to improve our ways of seeing
and thereby arrive at a more optimal viewpoint is inspired by
Merleau-Ponty’s notion of “the view from everywhere” as the
“norm” from which all other viewpoints are felt to deviate.
Before going on to examine the particular ways of seeing that
have been applied in the film productions I have been part of, I
will therefore dwell for a moment on some phenomenological
theories of perception. I am indebted to my supervisor Rane
Willerslev for encouraging me to explore the writings of
Merleau-Ponty in relation to the subject of this thesis. Especially
Willerslev and Ulturgasheva’s analysis of the Siberian fur trade as
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a montage of the viewpoints of hunters, traders, middlemen,
anthropologists and anthropologists-turned-activists has been of
great inspiration to me (Willerslev and Ulturgasheva 2007). In
this thesis I propose to do in visual anthropology what Willerslev
and Ulturgesheva have pursued in writing. Furthermore, I wish
to extent the methodological montage of viewpoints to
encompass representation as well. What I aim for is not an
argument for one particular style of montage such as it appears
in the works of Griffith, Eisenstein, Vertov, or Minh-ha. Rather
my wish is to explore the possibilities in different kinds of
filmmaking and filmic montage and thereby hopefully contribute
to an enlargement of the tool palette of ethnographic films.

The optimal viewpoint
The philosopher Sean Kelly has recently pointed to an
important, yet widely unnoticed difference in the theory of
perception as it appears in the work of Husserl and MerleauPonty (Kelly 2005). The problem concerns how human beings
are able to experience something as three-dimensional distinct
objects rather than mere facade. Husserl’s answer is that the
three-dimensional distinct identity of an object emerges out of
cognitive hypothesis. Thus the only thing we perceive is the

objects façade. The backside of an object—the hidden side—is
not perceived and can therefore only be assessed cognitively.
The problem with this theory of perception, argues Kelly, is that
insofar as the back side is part of the object and insofar as we
can never see the backside of the object from our present
position “no experience of an object could possibly present it as
it really is” (Ibid: 96). Thus the real object slips away as an
imperceptible sum of all possible perspectives on it.

Merleau-Ponty on the contrary argues that when we gaze at the
façade of an object the backside is also perceived positively, but
whereas the façade is perceived as determinate, the hidden sides
of the object are perceived as indeterminate. The hidden sides
are thus—rather than not perceived—positively perceived as
absence of visibility. This is so because at the same time as we
perceive the focal object, we also perceive the context in which
this object is situated as an infinite range of possible viewpoints.
Thus perceptual experience is not, as Husserl argues, simply
presentation of sense-data. Neither is it simply something, which
goes on within us. Rather visual perception should be
understood as something, which goes on between us, the focal
object and the context in which the object is situated (Willerslev
2007: 91). Merleau-Ponty summarizes his point as follows:
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To look at an object is to inhabit it, and from this habituation to
grasp all things in terms of the aspect which they present to it. But
in so far as I see those things too, they remain abodes open to my
gaze, and, being potentially lodged in them, I already perceive
from various angles the central object of my present vision.
(Merleau-Ponty 2002: 79)

Merleau-Ponty provides the example of looking at a lamp at a
table. The table, the walls, the ceiling and the rest of the
surroundings constitute the visual background of the lamp.
When we see the lamp we also see the background. Here the
table, the walls and the ceiling are perceived as possible
alternative viewpoints from where we might have seen the
determinate features of what from our present viewpoint lies
hidden as the backside of the lamp. In this sense Merleau-Ponty
points out that: “the back of my lamp is nothing other than the
face which it ‘shows’ to the chimney” (Ibid). Thus it is due to
our perception of the background of the focal object as an
intertwinement of viewpoints—“a universe of beings which
display themselves”—that we perceive the object as having a
backside (Ibid, cf. Merleau-Ponty 1997).

All possible viewpoints on the object add up to what MerleauPonty calls the view from everywhere. While it is perceptually
impossible to view an object from everywhere, this utopic
viewpoint operates as a normative ideal to which all other
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possible perspectives are experienced as deviations. Thus, when
we perceive the lamp, we are immediately pre-reflectively
motivated by our perception of the other possible viewpoints to
shift our perspective to establish a more nuanced and optimal
viewpoint of the object. Not all viewpoints are of equal value,
and the more optimal viewpoints are those from where what we
find are the significant features of the object reveal themselves as
best as possible. Contrary to Husserl the real three-dimensional
object is thus, according to Merleau-Ponty, present in each and
every perception of it, but it is present in the sense of a norm
from which our perception deviates and which draw us
intuitively to establish a more optimal viewpoint by moving our
gaze.
As Kelly has pointed out this is not only a good account of
visual perceptual experience. It is also an account, which can be
verified through a number of psychological experiments as well
as everyday experience (Harman, Humphrey and Goodale 1999,
Holenstein 1999). In this context I will add that visual perceptual
experience conceived in this manner, also appears to be a good
metaphor for what anthropologists engage themselves in during
their fieldwork and representational practices. Thus most
fieldworkers approach the socio-cultural realities they study from
a variety of angles; most basically by comparing what informants

say with what they do and with what they say in different
contexts and secondly by trying to engage themselves in
different roles in relation to their informants with different
degrees of observation and participation and by applying
methods from other disciplines. While triangulation of data
retrieved from different methods has become an integral part of
most anthropological fieldwork the same is not always true
within the subdiscipline of visual anthropology. Possibly due to
the harsh debate between opponents of visual and written
anthropology several leading visual anthropologist seem
primarily occupied in showing the great potential of using film
alone (cf. MacDougall 2006, Rouch 2003, Taylor 1996).
Furthermore, compliance with certain modes of capturing and
representing reality seems to be the rule rather than the
exception in ethnographic filmmaking (cf. Weinberger 1994).

Criticizing Hastrup for neglecting how close film resembles
human perceptual experience, Taylor emphasizes how in
particular the long take of observational cinema honours the
duration of real-life interaction as well as “the homogeneity of
space by preserving the relationships between objects rather than
substituting the abstract time and synthetic space of montage”
(Taylor 1996: 75-76, cf. Bazin 2005). While Taylor favours the
long observational shot because of its resemblance to human
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perception there are, however, important differences, which I
wish to pay attention to. Firstly, the duration of the relevant
factors informing human action more often than not exceeds the
length of any possible shot (cf. Deleuze 2005b: 42). Secondly,
the homogeneity of space produced by a single shot might just
as well be an illusion as a truthful depiction of human reality
insofar as people more often than not tend to be informed and
have their minds occupied by things outside their present
physical situation. Thus the psychological reality of film subjects
is not always adequately addressed by the Bazinian inspired
“technical realism” of which Taylor speaks (1996: 75).
Furthermore, Taylor neglects to discuss one of the central claims
by Hastrup; namely that space in film and image is represented
in a radically different way than in human perception. Thus the
homogeneity of space is depicted in an often highly deceptive
two-dimensional fashion rather than the three-dimensional
reality we otherwise perceive. As also MacDougall has pointed
out “films construct for us a three-dimensional space” (2006:
270, 274) but whereas he emphasizes how closely this space
resembles what we ordinarily perceive, it is nevertheless a
construction that often manipulates radically with size, colour,
contrast, focus and depth. As Merleau-Ponty argues, the threedimensionality of things is perceived because we simultaneously

perceive a multiplicity of other possible viewpoints than our
own. A matter of fact, which in my view seems to support the
claim of Merleau-Ponty against Husserl, is that we usually never
see an object from one position. Most often we see it as an
intertwinement of two positions—that is through our two eyes.
As the film theoretician Rudolf Arnheim has pointed out:

Depth perception relies mainly on the distance between the two
eyes, which makes for two slightly different images. The fusion of
these two pictures into one image gives the three-dimensional
impression. (Arnheim 1957: 11)

Contrary to Taylor and the Bazinian inspired realism of
observational cinema, Arnheim pointed to this fact as an
example of how filmic vision radically differs from the human
double vision. Thus, at the most elementary level Hastrup is
indeed perfectly correct when she states that the flat
representation of her camera did not reveal the same threedimensional reality she had seen with her two eyes. After looking
at her photos of the ram exhibition she regrets how the backs of
men pre-empted her from seeing what really went on. Hastrup
uses the example as a metaphor to describe the reduction of
meaning, which takes place when reality is transformed into
image. Due to her two eyes, whose vision is able to bend around
things, we might note that also in a literal sense, she was actually
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able to see a bit more of what went on behind the backs of these
men. Thus, in extension of Merleau-Ponty’s argument, we can
conclude that indeed human vision, with its double perspective,
is always already one step ahead towards the view from
everywhere than the single (Husserlian) perspective of a camera
lens. Apart from the somewhat odd experiments with 3Dglasses, film will for the time being not be able to reproduce the
homogeneity of space Taylor is speaking of.1 While we in
ordinary perception are able to see around things this is not
possible in film. While the objectivity of things is given to us as a
pre-eminent natural feature in ordinary vision, film has to shift
angle, change perspective and in other ways manipulate the
image in order to give a sense of the objective features of what
they depict. Due to this basic limitation of two-dimensional
film—which applies in a literal as well as the metaphorical sense
Hastrup discusses—I think that it might be worthwhile to
explore other possibilities than the conventional imitation of the
human vision, which is inherent in much ethnographic
filmmaking. Through radical montage of a multiplicity of
perspectives as well as anthropological ways of seeing I suggest it
might be possible to break the boundaries of the
1 Adobe is experimenting with a 3D lens with 19 different subviews, which
possibly in the future will enable a more realistic feel of three-dimensionality
(Shankland 2007).

ethnographically ‘thin’ 2D, transcend the limitations of the threedimensional human vision and arrive at a multi-dimensional
‘thick’ and, if you like, superreal approach to social reality.

What I suggest is, however, not simply that a greater number of
perspectives towards a subject automatically will yield a better
representation of it. Depending on the subject of a given
research project certain viewpoints and approaches will always
show themselves better than others in revealing what is
significant in relation to the questions being posed. The
challenge is to find out what combination of approaches will
give the best revelation of the subject-matter. Furthermore it
should be noted that revelations are always simultaneously
accompanied by concealments. Thus, when an object is made
visible from one point of view, other sides of the object are
simultaneously hidden. This fact cannot be undone through even
the most radical forms of montage. Neither can it be undone by
including the “natives point of view” and making the kinds of
polyphonic collaborative representations, which have been
advocated by Crapanzano (1980) and Clifford (1983). As
Rabinow (1985: 3) has argued, polyphony does not solve the
problem of ethnographic authority and as Weiner (1997: 205)
has pointed out footage shot by informants does not necessarily
give better accounts of their reality. Nevetheless, I do think that
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a juxtaposition of footage shot from the anthropologists’, the
informants’ as well as other relevant points of view will often
produce more comprehensive accounts than a representation
based on a single point of view. Rather than total visibility what I
think might be obtained through a montage approach to
anthropology is combinations of viewpoints which through their
mutual interference might give glimpses into the reality they
depict. While the optimal viewpoint—the view from everywhere—
will of course always be an empirical as well as perceptual
impossibility we will always be able to improve our viewpoints.
Integration of the different modes of visual anthropological
inquiry is what I suggest might lead us to a more optimal
viewpoint.
There is in this call for a more promiscuous approach to
ethnographic filmmaking also an ethical point. Thus the idea of
“letting viewers see for themselves”, which is inherent in much
observational cinema, always carries a danger of disregarding all
that which cannot be seen (or heard) in the particular instance of
filming (cf. Loizos 1992: 54, Weiner 1997). According to the
philosopher Levinas, what most notably cannot be seen, visually
depicted or represented in writing is that irreducible “excess of
otherness” which confront us when we meet one another face to
face (Wyschogrod 2002: 191). Thus all films, whether intended

or not, by way of their contextualisation of images, add meaning,
define, and determine what is par excellence irreducible.

In Levinas’ terms we might say that film—like writing—always
and inevitably alters the metaphysical experience of the other
into ontology and theory (Levinas 2002: 12). It does so even
more violently than ordinary encounters with others insofar as
the seen cannot in film or writing gaze back and respond to the
viewer. Despite the fact that many ethnographic films have
aimed at opening up windows to the real lived-in world without
attributing meaning to it, they still from the very moment the
camera is taken out of the bag attribute meaning and hence
theorize on what is seen. As Barbash and Taylor point out even
though one only wants to depict life as it is, films are always also
coloured by the filmmakers’ conceptions of life and “[w]ithin
our conceptions are hidden arguments, and this is true of an
observational style as any other, even if it is less obvious” (1997:
24-25). Whereas the aesthetics in the editing of many
observational films has been to make cuts as unobtrusive as
possible, I would like—in line with Vaughan (1992) and Weiner
(1997)—to advocate for the violent cut which more directly
exposes the inevitable theorization of the subject-matter. If there
are commonalities of being human in this world and if some of
them may be seen in filmfootage as MacDougall has argued, the
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violent cut of montage underscores that the commonalities that
we see are what we—filmmakers and viewers—think are
commonalities. In the juxtaposition of the constructivist
viewpoint with the the realist perspectival viewpoint of the
observing camera with other viewpoints we can attempt to
approach the view from everywhere and simultaneously make visible
the impossibility of arriving there. Thus montage may
counterweight the ever-latent danger in realist representations of
attributing sameness—through our one-directional seeing—to
the fundamentally irreducible other. Whereas film footage
naturally highlights the visible, disruptive montage may highlight
all that which is not possible to see, and perhaps most
importantly that invisible and divine “face” of the other, which
Levinas argues lies hidden under the facial expressions in the
forefront of the head (Levinas 2002: 43). By disrupting the
observations and by juxtaposing and thereby contextualizing
them with other forms of filmic and nonfilmic representations
we might be able to construct more comprehensive accounts
and at the same time relativize the accounts by underscoring
their constructed nature.
I do not, however, argue for a pure adherence to a constructivist

approach to ethnographic filmmaking. Indeed, there are good
reasons that many ethnographic filmmakers have relied on the
Bazinian inspired realism and one of the reasons is that the
radical forms of constructivist cinema often seem to dissolve the
individual to the benefit of the whole. This is especially apparent
in the Soviet montage school whose aim was to transform the
subjects of the films as well as the viewers into homo sovjeticus
(Zinovyev 1986). Certainly such disregard for the individual does
not fit well with most ethnographic research, which often relies
on intimate long-term relationships between the anthropologist
and the subjects under study. Whereas constructivist cinema may
be criticized for reducing its subjects to social types, exemplars
or even aesthetic patterns (Barbash and Taylor 1997: 27) one of
the good things is, however, that it makes no effort at concealing
the artificial construction but on the contrary aims at explicating
it. Thus a montage approach to ethnographic filmmaking—as a
combination of realism and constructivism—might just be what
we need in order to provide more comprehensive accounts of
reality while maintaining a respect for the others, whose realities
we wish to explore, but whose perspectives we—like the view from
everywhere—will never fully be able to obtain.
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discourses, but which also are developed and changed in the
concrete interaction between cameldrivers and tourists. The
Pyramids Plateau is as such probably one of the places in the
world that has been attributed most diverging meanings
throughout history. Since the time of Herodotus countless
stories have been told and retold about the impossibility of the
construction of the Pyramids, about mummies carrying ancient
curses and diseases, about mystical alien powers from outer
space, about lost ancient technologies, and not least about
priceless treasures hidden in grave chambers under the rocky
surfaces possibly with secret pathways to the Nile guarded by
crocodiles (Picknett and Prince 1999, Dunn 1998, MacDonald
and Rice 2003). When tourists go to the Pyramids they are often
fuelled with these theories and stories and express that they are
longing to see, touch and in a direct bodily way experience the
ancient monuments for themselves. They are, however, also
fuelled with another set of images, which cluster around the
figure of the Arabian Bedouin and his camel, as we know it from
books and films such as Lawrence of Arabia (Lean 1962) and The

WANT A CAMEL, YES?

In 2003 Mette Bahnsen and I went to Egypt in order to
document a peculiar economical and cultural exchange, which
takes place between cameldrivers and tourists at the Pyramids
Plateau in Giza. This exchange is informed by a range of mutual
expectations, preconceptions, stereotypes and desires which are
influenced by global orientalist as well as occidentalist
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Black Stallion (Farley 2002). These romantic fantasies of the
Orient often include notions of unlimited hospitality, strict codes
of honour, wild brutality and great male virility (Said 1995,
Wooten 1996, Cole 2003).

Historically speaking camels do not have much to do with the
pharaohs, the Pyramids or their construction as they were first
introduced to Egypt during the Assyrian, Persian and Greek
conquests (Boesneck 1988: 83). The reason why tourists have
come to associate the Pyramids with camels and Bedouins can
instead be traced to the beginning of the nineteenth century
where they start to appear on drawings and photographs
carrying western travellers on saddles specifically designed for
tourists (Nielsen 2006a: 12). Due to these tourist photos which
have been reproduced millions of times camels are today
associated with the Pyramids in a degree that these two
picturesque objects often appear melted together as an icon of
Egypt. By physically imposing themselves into the photos of
tourists and by placing the tourists on camels in front of the
Pyramids and taking photos of them cameldrivers have nursed
and developed this fascination to a degree where the Land of the
Pharaohs in the minds of most westerners effectively also has
become the Land of the Camel.
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For around 500 cameldrivers and a similar number of souvenir
salesmen the Pyramids Plateau is not a place for leisure but a
workplace. For them the daily challenge is about how to
persuade the tourists, who mainly come to see the Pyramids, to
desire an ethnic tourism with the camel and themselves as the
main attraction and cultural Other (Li 2000, Garrod and Fyall
2000) and about how to squeeze as much money as possible out
of their pockets when they are finally placed on top of the
camels (Nielsen 2006a, 2006b). This is not always an easy task, as
most tourists tend to be rather frightened of the cameldrivers
even before ever entering the Plateau, because of the many
rumours about their brutal behaviour passed on by guides and in
guidebooks. Furthermore, the Plateau is a place of fierce internal
competition between cameldrivers, horsemen and souvenir
salesmen and thus substantial parts of their time are spent on
getting access to the customers while keeping a safe distance to
any possible rivals as well as the tourist police who at any sight
of major earnings demand considerable shares in the profits.
When we set off to Egypt it was with the intention of capturing
this intertwinement of different meanings, which cluster around
the ancient monuments. The subject-matter of our film kept our
minds busy of how to render such a complexity visible in the
limited form of a film. A Bazinian style building on long

observational takes seemed not entirely appropriate since the
subject we wanted to depict was influenced and contested by a
range of different local as well as global actors (Sheller and Urry
2004: 2). Montage and parallel editing offered itself as more
useful techniques to accomplish the task. In the following I will
first take a look at the opening scene, which was shot and edited
with a Vertov/Gandini/O’Rourke-style montage in mind. After
that I discuss some of the interview scenes and the interaction in
the last part of the film, which build on a more interventive
shooting style similar to the approach of Jean Rouch and Edgar
Morin. Whereas this approach provided very interesting insights
into their interaction and the mutual desires that are at stake, it
did not, however, reveal much detail about the conceptions and
understandings of social reality, which animate their expectations
of the encounter. In the last section of the chapter I move to a
discussion of what forms of knowledge I was able to get access
to as a more traditional fieldworker. First I discuss the value of
using the film to get feedback from my informants and secondly
I discuss my role as collaborator in their business and the
necessity of non-dialogic fieldwork in order to obtain a more
comprehensive perspective on the tourist-cameldriver interface.
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The encounter by the Pyramids as montage
With the film Cannibal Tours (1988) Dennis O’Rourke had set
himself a similar quest of rendering visible the cultural and
economical exchanges taking place in the tourist encounter by
the Sepik River in Papua New Guinea. He did this by way of a
juxtaposition of the two perspectives involved in the
encounter—namely the western tourists and the local souvenir
carvers. Through such a montage his aim was to unsettle western
touristic conceptions of what is civilized, normal, exotic,
primitive and strange. In one scene we see two Italian men and a
woman discussing whether the natives are happy with their
primitive lifestyle or not. One of the tourists notes that the
natives are “not really ‘living’, [but] more like vegetating in their
environment.” In the next scene a pan lets us observe the almost
naked body of the woman while she is gazing at the riverbank
from the railing of the cruise ship. A shot shows us a crocodile
gliding through the muddy water of the river. The next shot is a
close-up of a parrot likewise probably a subject of the tourist
gaze, but the close-up reveals that the bird is also apparently
gazing back at the observer. Then we see a carved statue of a
woman with an open vagina sitting on a large phallus. Next shot
reveals a steel axe hewing a large tree trunk. Then the souvenir
carver who holds the axe explains how his parent’s generation
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once thought that the Europeans were their dead ancestors who
had returned: “They went and got a new face and skin and now
they come to see us”. Even though locals “do not seriously
believe it any more”, they still talk about the tourists as their
dead ancestors and they have also named the tourists’ cruise
yacht after the crocodile spirit “Sanguambi”. In this montage of
shots and especially in the inversion of the meanings of the
figure of the crocodile, which at first appears as an exotic,
attractive, yet dangerous object of the tourist gaze and then later
is revealed as the natives description of a cruise yacht O’Rourke
effectively turns touristic notions of what is normal and strange,
civilized and wild, attractive and dangerous upside down.
Another film, which also gave us some ideas to work with, was
Eric Gandini’s experimental documentary Surplus (2003). In this
film Gandini and the editor of the film, Johan Söderberg, used
montage in order to render visible the direction of western
consumer society (Se also Söderberg 1998). While it might be
possible in various ways to describe the direction of western
consumer society (cf. Klein 2000, McMichael 2000, Zerzan
2005), what Gandini and Söderberg wanted was to create a
sensual experience and statement about this abstract
phenomenon by way of rapid intercutting of footage shot in
seven different countries and purchased from a variety of

sources such as TV-news, commercials, own film recordings and
interviews featuring a number of world leaders and
antiglobalization gurus. This footage was then edited into a
visual paste accompanying groovy suggesive techno music. The
editing resembles MTV-style music videos but also echoes the
work of the early pathbreaking Russian constructivists whose
aim was to create new revolutionary visions through violent
juxtaposition of footage and subjected to all available forms of
manipulation (Lagerström 2003). Thus the intention of Gandini
was to lift viewers out of their immediate surroundings and by
way of filmic technique give them an experience of the other and
often invisible sides of their present situation (cf. Reggio 1982
and Furtado 1989 for similar examples of montage provided for
this end).

Like in Cannibal Tours and Surplus montage and parallel editing
came in as useful principles to capture and represent the
complexity of meanings clustering around the Pyramids Plateau.
Thus we followed two cameldrivers, a young English
backpacker, a Norwegian family and a Danish tour group.
Furthermore we interviewed the Secretary General of the
Supreme Council of Antiquities in Egypt, Dr. Zahi Hawass who
came to represent the viewpoint of the authorities viewing the
monuments as a national symbol and arguing that the
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cameldrivers should “be pushed into the desert” so that “the
tourists can feel the magic and the power of the Pyramids”. Our
presentation of the touristic encounter by the Pyramids was
thereby organized around three different perspectives and
understandings of the Pyramids Plateau as a place; namely the
view of the Plateau as a place for work, a place to play and lastly
a sight of national heritage. Most TV-documentaries tend to
focus on the ancient wonders as a world heritage sight and as
Hawass’ permission is needed in order to shoot film at the
Plateau he often figures as the archaeologist conveying the
meaning of the place. By juxtaposing Hawass’ statement with
viewpoints of cameldrivers and different kinds of tourists our
ambition was to explore the Pyramids Plateau as a stage for
different forms of human interaction generating a range of
different meanings through cultural as well as economical
exchange.
The film opens with a title sequence followed by a rapid series of
shots taken from the morning séance of a cameldriver and an
English backpacker. By way of parallel editing we see the
cameldriver getting up, dressing, putting on his Arabian

headscarf, having breakfast with his family and saddling his
camel before riding off through the suburbs of Giza while the
backpacker in the meantime checks his camera, packs his
backpack with sunglasses and the all indispensable Lonely Planet
before heading out of the hotel to hail a taxi. Thus, through a
simple juxtaposition of two perspectives, the scene is set for a
story about human interaction and cultural exchange at the
Pyramids. The sequence is tightly cut to a loud fast-pace guitar
beat. The music has been made specifically for the film by Mads
Mouritz and consists in a mixture of Arabian phrases, AngloAmerican rock themes, flamingo as well as eastern European
tunes in order to paraphrase the theme of the film. The music
has been arbitrarily superimposed in the editing with no direct
link to the actual footage. Hence, it is part of what Nichols’ refer
to as the voice in the film—that is, the filmmakers’ comment or
statement about the reality depicted (Nichols 1983). By
intercutting the footage to the rhythmic beat and by arbitrarily
compressing time and space in a similar way as Gandini we thus
wanted to convey a sense of simultaneous movement and
thereby vivify some of the things that are shared by the two
perspectives as well as the things that set them apart.
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Thus viewers of the film might recognize that both a
cameldriver and a backpacker have—as most other people in
this world—to get up in the morning, have breakfast and pack
their things. Nevertheless, the things they pack are rather
different. While the backpacker is packing his guidebook and his
camera the cameldriver is dressing up and saddling his camel
with the intention of persuading the backpacker and other
tourists to ride and take photos of his camel. Of course, these
are fairly obvious observations. Had we, however, stuck to one
viewpoint only, this sense of simultaneous movement,
interaction, and meaning-making would have been difficult to
convey. In that case the statement would have been purely
theoretical. By using montage to juxtapose the small standard
chores of the day for a tourist and a cameldriver we on the

contrary wanted to invite the viewer to have a new perceptual
experience of what goes on around the Pyramids. An experience
which most importantly allows the viewer to see the other part
of the tourist encounter as a fellow human being rather than the
irritating and annoying buzz which tourists often experience the
local salesmen at their holiday destinations as. Like in
O’Rourke’s Cannibal Tours what becomes fascinating through the
juxtaposition of the practices of tourists and their hosts is that
the locals at ‘our’ tourist destinations suddenly appear just as
‘normal’ and ‘civilized’ as the tourists, which western viewers
would identify with in the first place.

In MacDougall’s terms, we might argue that what viewers can
experience in this scene is some transcultural commonalities of
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being human. Nevertheless, I do not think that the transcultural
experience stems entirely from features inherent in the images in
themselves. Had we simply shown the footage of the
cameldriver waking up, having his breakfast and saddling his
camel without the interpolation of the tourist perspective
viewers would most likely mainly pay attention to the peculiar
aspects of the cameldriver’s morning ritual—that is, the exotic
food, his Arabian clothes, the way the family sits on the floor
while eating and all the things which sets the cameldriver apart
from the predominantly western audience of the film. The
montage which also underscores the many things that are shared
between the tourist and cameldriver—like their preference of
footwear or sunglasses—makes the viewer attentive to the
likeness and the commonalities as an interesting and not simply
boring feature about tourists and cameldrivers. Thus, if we can
speak of a transcultural effect of this scene, I believe it also derives
from the montage and juxtaposition of images and not simply
the transcultural properties of the images in themselves. This
experience has of course been fabricated in the editing room and
enhanced by extradiegetic music. Whereas one might argue with
Arnheim that all film is indeed constructed, we could, however,
have chosen a less disruptive and manipulating way of editing. In
my opinion the obvious construction of the experience makes it
possible, however, to reflect on our representation of the reality

at the Pyramids. We are thus with this film not simply
representing reality ‘as it is,’ but explicitly representing a
condensed version of reality as it seems to us.

Montage of surfaces not enough

While montage is a powerful method to vivify a complex
interaction as the one taking place by the Pyramids it also has its
limits. While a film such as Gandini’s Surplus illuminates many
otherwise hidden features and connections in the
conglomeration of what makes up the global consumer society,
the fast pace montage, which it makes use of to convey this
multi-spatial and multi-temporal experience, never rests for long
at any particular setting or persons. Thus, while we see
interesting facets of the characters in the film, we never really get
to know them as persons. Rather their statements, practices and
expressions are used as pencils to paint the overall image of the
consequences of capitalist consumption. Rather than fullyfledged persons the characters in Surplus are deliberately
transformed to types or exemplars of particular practices which
Gandini find symptomatic for the consumer society (Gandini
n.d.).
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With Want a Camel, Yes—as with O’Rourke’s Cannibal Tours—the
ambition was different. Even though we were making use of
montage, parallel editing and other sorts of filmic manipulation
we still wished to get close to the people who were engaged in
the touristic encounter and get a glimpse of their particular
perspective and understanding of what goes on. While Surplus
aimed at exposing the hidden and deeper connections in the
global consumer culture by juxtaposing images and fragments of
statements detached from their temporal and spatial contexts,
we wished to transcend the surface of the performances and
statements of the people staring in our film in order to get a
view of how the interaction might appear from their particular
point of view. The principle of montage does not, however, give
many suggestions as to how this might be done.
Within the tradition of ethnographic filmmaking two approaches
have established themselves as particular good ways of
transcending the surface and getting close to people. The first
approach—known as observational cinema—uses extended and
relatively unobtrusive observation in order to get a view of “the
minutiae of everyday interaction” (Henley n.d.). As MacDougall
has noted “[t]he usual method is to spend so much time with
one’s subjects that they loose interest in the camera. Finally they
must go on with their lives, and they do so in their accustomed

ways” (MacDougall 2003: 119). Whereas some of the first
filmmakers within this tradition held a somewhat naïve ideal of
being “the fly on the wall” (Crawford 1992: 78) and attempted to
make themselves as invisible as possible (cf. Goldsmith 1972)
filmmakers such as Colin Young and David MacDougall rather
held that what was important was “to preserve the integrity of
the events observed in the process of production, following
action rather than intervening to mould it to a predetermined
script” (Henley n.d.). Thus Young stated that the ideal was to
film “behaviour that is normal for the subjects under the
circumstances, including, but not exclusively, the fact that they
are being filmed” (Young 2003: 101).

The other approach is known as cinéma-vérité and was first
formulated by Jean Rouch and Edgar Morin with the release of
Chronicle of a summer (1961). In contrast to observational cinema,
where the ideal is to record life as it takes place before the camera
with as little interference as possible, Rouch and Morin were
mainly interested in what happens across the camera. As Rouch
famously puts it: “not to film life as it is—but life as it is
provoked” by the act of filming (Rouch 1967, cf. Rothman 1997:
87). Rather than the camera as “a fly on the wall”, the camera is
used as “a fly in the soup” (Crawford 1992: 78). What this means
is elegantly illustrated in the introductory scene of Chronicle of a
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summer where viewers are immediately thrown into a discussion
between the filmmakers and one of the main characters,
Marceline Loridan, about how to shoot the film. Rouch is
concerned whether “Marceline will be able to relax, will be able
to talk absolutely normally,” when the camera is running. Morin
answers that: “We’ve got to try”. Marceline looks back at Rouch.
She thinks it will be difficult for her: “I’m intimidated because
… at a given moment I have to be ready, and, well, I’m not,
really, I guess …” Rouch smiles sympathetically and comforts
her by saying that “if you say anything you don’t like, there’s
always time to cut […] You don’t need to feel intimidated”.
Even though Marceline finally claims that she is not intimidated
right now it is evident from the tone of her voice, her face
expressions, and the way she holds and smokes her cigarette that
she is in fact somewhat intimidated by the situation.
Furthermore. we sense a subtle roleplay between Rouch and
Marceline: Marceline playing the part of a sensitive and
vulnerable girl and Rouch playing the part of a generous and
understanding gentleman. Both are well aware of the camera but
the fact that they pretend to discuss the film recordings as a
hypothetical situation adds to this sense of roleplay.
This roleplay is not, however, entirely successful insofar as we as
viewers readily recognize it as roleplay. The mismatch between

the conscious staging of themselves and the subtle, often
nonverbal and unconscious gestures as well as the spontaneous
reactions on the gestures of the others (for example Marceline’s
cold measured glances at Morin) give viewers a different and
more comprehensive frame in which to speculate about who
these people really are (cf. Goffman 1959: 12). This combination
of verbal and visual expressions, of acting and non-acting,
reflection of the camera and lack of reflection is what makes up
the “cinema truth”—a truth in an intersubjective rather than
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general objective sense—a truth about what happens when these
persons are put together in this particular constellation with a
camera recording their interaction and forcing them to reflect on
their presentation of self.
In Cannibal Tours O’Rourke successfully made use of a
combination of ideas from observational cinema and the more
dialogical approach of Rouch and Morin and thus the film
consists in an assemblage of interviews about and observations
of the interaction between souvenir sellers and their customers.
With Want a Camel, Yes? in-depth observation with a camera was
not possible due to several structural hindrances that made our
filming somewhat more difficult than O’Rourke’s. Most
importantly, we were simply not allowed to film at the Plateau
for an extended period of time. The Supreme Council of
Antiquities in Egypt had allowed us to film by the Pyramids for
one day but any additional shooting would cost a substantial
amount of money. Secondly, it was not possible to make tourists
get used to the camera as tourists very seldom go to the
Pyramids for more than one time. Thirdly, the cameldrivers were
extremely aware of how they performed in front of the camera
and persistently tried not to show the more shady aspects of
their business in front of the camera. As extended in-depth
observation with the camera was not an option we had to find

other ways to get a good view on the encounter. In the end we
decided to explore our subject-matter through a number of
interviews with different tourists and cameldrivers and
furthermore to arrange meetings between the two groups at
places and at times where it was possible for us to film their
interaction. Thus through interviewing and through the staging
of meetings we decided ourselves to provoke the responses and
the interaction we wanted to film.

Attempts to establish dialogue with
cameldrivers and tourists

To interview tourists proved relatively easy. Most tourists found
the project interesting and saw it as an extra pay free experience
and an opportunity to get a good quality home video of their
holiday. Thus they took an active part in the project in order to
make the film as good as possible. In interviews they seemed to
have few inhibitions and spoke freely and sincerely about their
opinions and experiences. The willingness of most tourists to
take part in the film seems to support the theories of tourism as
not only leisureful activity but also a performance of leisure—of
being able to live “the good life” (Graburn 1978). Thus, in a
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similar way as it is important to send back postcards, acquire
souvenirs, and get suntanned, our film gave tourists an
opportunity to perform their tourism which subsequently could
be screened for their families and friends. That it was relatively
easy to establish the filmmaking with tourists as a dialogue was
therefore because they had a personal interest in our project and
because they did not risk much by participating in it.
Interviewing the cameldrivers was very different. Our wish to
show the story of the touristic encounter by the Pyramids as “it
really is” was not in their interest. Rather, what they wanted
was—apart from making money out of us2—to make a film,
which could counter the predominantly negative representation
of them in guidebooks and thus possibly attract more tourists to
desire camelrides by the Pyramids. This became increasingly
evident to us while shooting the interviews. One of the things
we attempted was to make them recall some of their many
stories from the interaction with tourists. When the camera was
on their accounts nevertheless became extremely general,
positive and almost exact inversions of how the interaction is
2 Prior to the shootings we decided to compensate the cameldrivers for using their
work hours in the project. Like with other tourists they continually tried to trick us
to pay more. This was of great annoyance during the shootings, but later it gave
me some clues to think about their exchange relationship with their customers (cf.
Nielsen 2006b).

represented in guidebooks (cf. Humphrey 2004). The following
is from the first scene in the film:

When I meet some tourists I say to them; What do you like, hello,
welcome to Egypt, I hope you will be happy here and I hope that
God will give you a good holiday […] maybe you will like to go on
a camel later. They say they want—yeah, the camel. I say all right,
you and your wife, I will take you on a nice trip […] by camel in
the desert. I put the camel down and I ride with him and his wife.
It’ll be a little bit ride, and we’ll make nice pictures. And he pays
for the camel. This he gives me is up to him. He says; how much
do you want—I say; up to you. What do you like to give me? And
he gives me all what he needs and I say; bye bye, all I want is that
you are happy. They say; thank you, bye bye.
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The interview sequences we recorded have an abundance of
statements like this. No matter how we tried to probe them to
tell about their interaction in more detail or to give some
humouristic examples they replied with the same general
statements. Unlike O’Rourke’s souvenir sellers who seem to tell
very sincerely about their interaction with tourists, the
cameldrivers, who are working at one of the oldest tourist
destinations in the world, showed themselves as very conscious
media strategists. But how are we to understand statements like
this? Does the façade presented in these interviews reveal
anything of what Rouch refers to as the ‘true selves’ (Rothman
1979: 69) of these people? To answer this it might be useful to
take a look at some of the theories about what goes on in the
tourist encounter.
Dean MacCannell has in his book on The Tourist (1999)
described how many tourists with ethnic interests seem to seek
the truth in intimacy with the locals at their destinations.
Inspired by Goffman’s theory of back and front stage
MacCannell defined the term staged authenticity as the kind of
phenomenon tourists are presented as the back stage of their
destination: “Sightseers are motivated by a desire to see life as it
is really lived, even to get in with the natives” but “[w]hat is
being shown to tourists is not the institutional back stage, as

Goffman defined the term. Rather, it is a staged back region, a
kind of living museum” (Ibid: 99). In extension of MacCannell’s
argument Urry has described this compartmentalization as an
effect of “the tourist gaze”—a particular way of looking which
simultaneously transforms what is seen and the way of seeing
(2002: 2-3). As tourists begin their attempts to make sense of the
places they visit on the basis of imaginary constructions
provided by the tourist industry, the primary concern of tourism
operators is not to provide authentic experiences but rather to
mirror and thereby authenticate the anticipations of tourists
(Perkins and Thorns 2001: 188). As soon as the tourist gaze is
cast on real life, it is thus instantly transformed into shamelessly
fake performances.

MacCannell’s application of front and back stage—what Cohen
refers to as the idea of colossal deception (1988: 373)—has in
the last years received considerable critique for presupposing a
false dichotomy between what is real and what is not. Thus it has
been argued that tourists acting as audiences to cultural
performances are in fact often working as vehicles in the
production of local identities. In a study of the Sherpas in Nepal,
Adams (1996) has with the notion of virtual authenticity attempted
to collapse the boundaries between the “real”, “authentic” and
the “staged”, “inauthentic”. She describes the ways in which
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Sherpas in their interaction with western mountaineers,
anthropologists and tourists imitate western representations of
themselves and in the effort ontologically become the imitation.
Inspired by Ricoeur (1981) she employs the term mimesis—the
imitation of nature and human action in art—to describe this
process of identity construction: “the imitation of what is taken
to be one’s “natural” self by way of the Other, through whom
one’s constructed identity is made visible to oneself” (Adams
1996: 17, cf. Taussig 1993). According to Adams, those resulting
virtual ways of being Sherpa are neither more nor less real than
any other: “Their presentation of self is as authentic as we will
find” (Adams 1996: 23-24).

In Want a Camel, Yes? the statement of the cameldriver quoted
above is placed just after the intro sequence where we see the
cameldrivers on their way to work. In a title displayed at the
beginning of the film viewers are furthermore made aware how
harsh and difficult the competition over customers is at the Giza
Plateau. Possibly due to this filmic contextualisation most

would support Rouch’s statement that “when people are being
recorded, the reactions that they have are always infinitely more
sincere than […] when they are not being recorded” (Rouch
1967: 84). The roleplay we see in Chronicle of a summer is thus,
according to Rouch and Morin, not any less real than the
unconscious gestures that constantly threatens to sabotage them.
On the contrary it is exactly through such roleplay that the
cinéma-vérité seeks “to penetrate beyond appearances, beyond
defences, to enter the unknown world of daily life” (Morin 2003:
231). The fictional presentation of self is according to Rouch
“the most real part of an individual” because the act of filming
offers people:

[T]he possibility to say something in front of the camera and
afterwards be able to retract it saying that it was “just for the film.”
The extraordinary possibility of playing a role that is oneself, but
that one can disavow because it is only an image of one self. One
might say: “Yes, but it’s not me.” (Rouch 1967: 85)

With Adams’ notion of virtual authenticity one could argue that
what we experienced during interview sessions with the
cameldrivers in Giza was actually a part of their own identity
construction and as such no less real than any other presentation
of them. Thus the only thing that was false was our conviction
of their presentation of self as covering another more truthful
version of their identity and worldview. Maybe our filmmaking
in fact helped them to realize their own conceptions of
selfhood—about who they really wanted to be—ideas which in
the fierce competition for customers at the Giza Pyramids
otherwise often would be impossible to live out. This analysis
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viewers seem to appreciate and enjoy the cameldriver’s attempt
to convince the interviewer about the joys of a camelride by the
Pyramids. Thus the facial gestures of the cameldriver, the slightly
overacted sincerity with which the cameldriver explains his work,
the half-hidden smile that lurks behind his sunglasses tells a very
different story about camelrides than his words. Like in the case
of Marceline in Chronicle of a summer the mismatch between the
verbal message and the bodily gestures gives viewers a more
comprehensive frame in which to evaluate what they hear and
see. In this case it reveals something about the professionalism
of these people and the importance they put into their own
presentation of self. Nevertheless, to conclude that these
accounts of their interaction with tourists “are as authentic as we
will find” (Adams 1996: 23-24) or that it should somehow be
more real than what it attempts to conceal would be too much.
On the contrary the mismatch between words and gestures seem
to underscore MacCannell’s thesis that whereas this staged
façade is in many ways very interesting there is also something
hidden behind the façade.
Considering the production of Want a Camel, Yes? I therefore
think it makes good sense to substitute filmmakers with the
naïve tourists MacCannell and Urry are referring to. Thus we
arrived in Egypt with the intention of capturing the full-fledged

real identity and viewpoints of the people, but whenever we took
the camera out of the bag, it was constantly as if “the real
object” of our inquiry (cf. Merleau-Ponty 2002: 80) slipped away
from the eye of the camera. When the camera was off they
would readily tease, make fun of us, other tourists, and
themselves and try to persuade us to do a large camel trek or
purchase papyrus, perfume and other souvenirs in the so-called
“Papyrus Museum”. But when the camera was turned on their
behaviour transformed into this stereotypical mirror image
comprised of what they thought western tourists desire when
they go to the Pyramids. Whereas we often got glimpses of what
was behind the façade we just could not capture it with the
camera. Contrary to the view of Rouch we had a film production
in which people seemed to act significantly less sincere when the
camera was on than when it was off and Thus, rather than a
catalyst, the camera seemed to some extend to work as a
hindrance in our project of getting to know the cameldrivers.
Even though we liked to conceive of ourselves as something
other than ordinary ignorant tourists it was apparently not
possible to escape this role as long as our project was to shoot a
documentary about the business of the cameldrivers (cf.
Errington and Gewertz 1989). Whereas the camera was able to
capture and communicate their ideas about what they thought
we would like to know about them and perhaps also reveal some
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of their dreams about themselves, many aspects of their lives
and their conceptions of the tourists could not be accessed
through the lens of a camera.

Reenactments of cultural exchange
In order to be able to capture the actual interaction we decided
during the latter part of the shootings to arrange a couple of
meetings between tourists and cameldrivers. In Downtown
Cairo I searched for tourists who had not visited the Pyramids
previously and asked if I could accompany them on their trip to
Giza. I told them that the film was about the interaction between
cameldrivers and tourists, and if they had any intention of going
for a camelride I would ask them to choose the drivers who
were the main characters in our film as their guides. After these
arrangements I called the cameldrivers and made them wait at a
certain time at the Plateau. I also said that I did not know
whether the tourists would like to ride a camel and since I would
be filming the interaction I would not take part in the
discussions. My aim was to be “a fly on the wall” but obviously
what I would be able to observe and record would be severely
influenced by me having prearranged the interaction in the first
place. Rather than instances of ‘normal’ tourist-cameldriver

interactions as it takes place when the camera is not there, what I
filmed appeared as peculiar reenactments of what usually goes
on when cameldrivers and tourists meet.

In a keynote speech at the NAFA-conference “Image and
Sound” in 2007 Bill Nichols discussed some of the possibilities
of using reenactments as a way of liberating documentary from
objectivity. Nichols argued that reenactments—when viewers
recognize them as such—might work as vivifications enhancing
and amplifying the affective engagement in the object they
attempt to reenact. As such reenactments do not provide
evidence or have the same indexical claim to the historical as
other sorts of documentary footage. What is at stake is rather an
attempt to retrieve a fantasy of what we were and what we could
have been—a desire and a reflection of the past. Reenactments
are in this way ambiguous signs, which describe an object but in
the same time describe the absence of the object. As an example
Nichols discussed Jarecki’s Capturing the Friedmans (2003), which
explores the events unfolding during the trial against a father and
his oldest son under charge of sexual abuse of minors who
attended computer classes in the cellar of their house. One of
the particular interesting features of this film is its inclusion of
homevideos, which were recorded by the sons during the trial.
In these vidoes we see the sons and their father dancing and
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singing in an attempt to reenact the lost happiness and idyll of
their childhood at a time when the family was falling apart. Their
attempts show a peculiar mix of forced pleasure and unpleasure
which has to do with the impossibility of retrieving what is
forever lost and what perhaps never was the way they wanted to
imagine it. The mismatch and the interference between their
desire to reenact and the actual rather unsuccessful reenactment
thus gives interesting insights into the confused strategies these
boys try to employ in order to overcome the crisis their family is
going through.
Nichol’s notion of reenactment in a similar way illuminates the
interaction between cameldrivers and tourists in Want a Camel,
yes? Thus the mutual preconceptions of how their meeting
should take place were evidently amplified in the encounters set
up for the film because the tourists and cameldrivers were
conscious that they were not only engaged in meeting each other
but also representing their meeting to the camera. Apart from
the obvious performances of the cameldrivers as exotic
hospitable Bedouins the tourists also seemed to be performing
(cf. Sheller and Urry 2004). Some of the roles that tourists
played—such as the rational westerner who knows that the
camel ride is not for free—seemed to develop in opposition to
the strategies of the cameldrivers. Others—like the poor but

sympathetic and understanding student or the generous
charitable westerner who is aware of global inequality—were
more in line with the desires of the cameldrivers. Both parties
also seemed to agree that their interaction should include some
degree of cultural exchange, discussion about how it is to be
from the ‘East’ and ‘West’ as well as some amount of bargaining.
While western tourists mainly enter into price discussions
because they think they have to whenever they go outside their
country, the cameldrivers do it because they know that western
tourists do not go on camel trips unless the price is reduced
significantly from the first offer. In the film both parties at first
engage enthusiastically in the bargaining over the price of the
cameltrip and both parties seem to understand bargaining as an
integral part of a cameltrip by the Pyramids. The enthusiasm
over the bargaining is, however, quickly replaced by signs of
unpleasure which emerge when they discover that their
expectations of the interaction do not entirely correspond.

One scene, which severely jeopardized tourists’ and
cameldrivers’ preferences of self-presentation and ideas about
how their meeting should unfold, is seen towards the end of the
film. The young backpacker from the intro scene has been
persuaded to pay 340 Egyptian Pounds for a six hours camelride.
The negotiation went on in the house of one of the
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cameldrivers, but since the backpacker did not carry this amount
in cash they take a taxi to the “Papyrus Museum” to make a
withdrawal by credit card. The trip nevertheless gives the
backpacker time to rethink whether he is being cheated or not.
While seated in the perfume department of the “Papyrus
Museum” he suddenly states that he thinks 340 is too much, that
he is just a poor student and that he could have lived a whole
week in his hotel for that amount. This is of great frustration for
the cameldrivers—not only because they now have to
renegotiate the price but also because what was for them a
perfect representation of a trip to the Pyramids is now being
severely questioned. In front of the camera the customer is
stating that he is obviously not satisfied and does not think that
the service is worth the money they demand. In a sarcastic effort
to bring the situation back on track one of the cameldrivers tries
to turn the backpacker’s claim of being “a poor student” against
him:

I will pay from my pocket, no problem, you don’t have to think
about this. All I want is you to be happy, that’s all I want. I will get
the money from somewhere [else] and give it to the company, no
problem my friend.

On the one hand the cameldriver plays the role of the poor but
endlessly hospitable Bedouin. On the other hand—by overacting
the role—he is indirectly delivering the message that this
supposedly poor English student should be clever enough to
know that he should pay for the services he has used.

The student ignores the ironic remark and asks if there is not “a
standard price, which everybody pays?” Later he suggests paying
120 pounds. At this point the cameldrivers get seriously upset.
They also realize that the interaction is no longer in their favour
and in consequence they ask for the camera to be turned off. I
lowered the lens but kept the camera running during the
argument. The cameldrivers severely criticized the backpacker
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for free riding when he in fact had been informed about the
price before he went on the camel. The backpacker defended
himself by claiming he felt forced to go on the camel and that he
had not understood they had decided on a specific price.3
In this scene the backpacker and cameldrivers’ desires of
selfrepresentation are obviously in conflict as both parties want
to win the negotiation and thus the pleasure of experiencing
their fantasies is momentarily replaced by unpleasure when they
realize that the Other does not behave according to their desires.
This articulation of desires, fantasies and preconceptions is also
at work when the camera is not present, but the presence of the
camera nevertheless severely amplified it by working as a virtual
audience to which they performed their encounter. While the
encounters cannot be considered as ordinary examples of camel
trips by the Pyramids they do as a sort of reenactment of the
encounter provide rather interesting reflections of how both
sides think their encounter ideally should be.
But what actually happens between cameldrivers and tourists
when the camera is not there? As noted previously tourist3 The film includes a statement from this argument where one of the cameldrivers
asks the backpacker to leave. We felt that not including anything from the
argument would mystify what actually went on which in turn would be unfair to
both points of view.

cameldriver encounters are usually of a substantially more harsh
character than what we see in the film. While I appreciate the
film for the way it displays the interplay of desires, fantasies and
preconceptions and for the way it shows the cameldrivers in a
more humanizing manner than the usual representation of them
in guidebooks I also feel that the film at times depicts the tourist
encounter in a rather simplistic way.

When we were editing the film one of my primary regrets was
that we only scarcely get to know the cameldrivers’ view on the
interaction and their understandings of the tourists. Certainly
their statements in interviews are interesting and often rather
humourous but it would have benefited the film if viewers could
see just a few glimpses of the cameldrivers’ internal interaction
and discussion and thus compare their ‘official’ statements in the
interviews with their more private chats together. Something
similar might perhaps be said of Chronicle of a summer. As
described this film similarly was created as a response to the
filmmakers’ active intervention in the subject they wished to
explore. The intention was to explore how a group of Parisians
got by during the summer of 1961 by actively intervening in
their lives, making interviews with the people and bringing them
together in group discussions. Rouch and especially Morin’s
preconceptions of the modern metropolis as a place where
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people live their lives in a state of loneliness, disparity and
alienation seem however to a large extend to be replicated in
interviews and dialogues with the characters in the film. In
consequence, as Grimshaw has noted “Rouch and Morin’s
subjects are marooned in a state of timeless modernity”
(Grimshaw 2001:113). The postscripts to the film nevertheless
reveal that these people most probably were not as alienated,
lonely and indisposed as they often appear in the film (Morin
and Rouch 2003: 341). As an example Marceline, who was
mentioned above, is in a relationship with Jean Pierre, which in
the film appears to be dissolving as they “cannot make each
other happy”. In actual fact however, Jean Pierre moved into
Marceline’s apartment during the summer of 1961. The
appearance of the couple in the film and the rather dark
melancholic responses in interviews would in my view have
become ‘thicker’ and more nuanced if viewers had been allowed
a few glimpses of how their relationship developed when it was
not actively intervened in by Rouch and Morin.
If the verbal responses to the filmmakers’ inquiries in Chronicle of
a summer tend to paint a rather dark and—in my view—at times
unnuanced depiction of life in the Parisian Metropolis the
interventive shooting strategy we made use of in Want a Camel,
Yes? often resulted in a rather idealized depiction of what goes

on in the tourist encounter. With Merleau-Ponty we might say
that indeed viewers of the film do perceive some aspects of the
reality of the tourist encounter and of the cameldrivers’ point of
view but they perceive it as indeterminate—that is, as the hidden
side of what they see, a side which in various ways is reflected in
the representations of the encounter but nevertheless reflected
indeterminately. As I think both Want a Camel, Yes? and Chronicle
of a summer exemplifies, a strict adherence to dialogical
filmmaking and the catalysing effects of the camera as a
provocateur seems only to open up certain parts of social reality
(cf. Barbash and Taylor 1997: 30). Important parts of social
reality might be better addressed through extended in-depth
observation. A combination of observational documentation and
dialogical filmmaking such as it appears in O’Rourke’s Cannibal
Tours would most probably also have given a more nuanced
representation of life in the Parisian Metropolis as well as the
tourist encounter by the Pyramids. With our project such
documentation was, however, simply not possible due to the
politically charged nature of our subject-matter. As will become
evident in the following sections participant observation had a
pivotal role in disclosing these aspects of their lives, when I later
came back to perform fieldwork.
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Feedback and dialogical fieldwork
In 2005, I returned to Giza in order to screen the film for the
cameldrivers and to find out whether it would be possible to
make additional fieldwork among them. My hope was that the
film as a statement about their interaction with tourists could
help explain what it was I wanted to study and in addition
provoke discussions about their business. For Rouch the
camera’s capacity of “showing another exactly how I see him”
(Rouch 2003: 95) is indeed the most important potential of
filmmaking:
The observer is finally coming down from his ivory tower; his
camera, his tape recorder, and his projector have led him—by way
of a strange initiation path—to the very heart of knowledge and,
for the first time, his work is not being judged by a thesis
committee but by the very people he came to observe. (Ibid. 96)

Apart from the ethical gains of using film in anthropological
research Rouch emphasized the value of using feedback to
generate additional knowledge. Thus the discussions after the
screening of Horendi (1972) in Niger allowed him “to gather
more information in a fortnight than I could get from three
months of direct observation and interviews” (Rouch 2003: 95).
Due to the conflicting interests of cameldrivers and filmmakers

our project had not become a dialogical and shared project in
Rouch’s sense and perhaps consequently the awards of screening
the film for the cameldrivers were more modest. The
cameldrivers’ reactions to the film ranged from partial
amusement to anger. While some were surprised that this was a
film about their lives—“everything in the film is real, […] this is
not just some actors, this is real life”—others became angry.
One of the cameldrivers who were staring in the film said:

It’s not good for us. It gives a bad impression. The film shows that
I change my mind and I don’t change my mind—the tourist did.
[...] It tells nothing—everything in the film people know. When
people come to Egypt, they know from their friends and from the
books that cameldrivers are like this. The film is the same. Not
good for us.

This led to several prolonged arguments in which the
cameldriver accused me for cutting the material in a way that
showed him in a bad light. I defended myself by pointing out
that whereas the tourists sometimes behaved badly and changed
their minds the cameldrivers had done exactly the same—
pushing the tourists to pay more than initially agreed. I also
pointed out that I from the beginning made clear that I was
going to make a documentary and not a commercial, and that I
several times during the shootings told them not to say or do
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anything that they would not like to see on a TV-screen.
First, I thought I had burned my bridges due to the screening of
film, but later I came to the conclusion that the film and the
discussions actually worked to assert my position as different
than an ordinary customer to whom one could tell all kinds of
lies. With the film I had presented a soft but realistic portrait of
their interaction and during these discussions I refused to give
way for their attempts to convince me of other things. During
the following weeks I attempted to develop this newfound role
by staging myself as a researcher making interviews and openly
taking fieldnotes while observing the cameldrivers on the Plateau
(Wadel 1991: 31). I had been invited to stay in the house of a
senior cameldriver—partly because we had developed a friendly
relationship and partly because he hoped to receive a good
counter gift. In order to separate myself from other customers,
who are also occasionally invited to stay with the cameldrivers,
and in order to engage the cameldrivers in a dialogue about my
project I tried to explain my research to both my host and the
other cameldrivers.
My efforts to establish my research as a dialogical project was
inspired by Rouch’s work but also by Dwyer and Lassiter’s
similar attempts to solve the crisis of representation by

rephrasing the project of anthropology around dialogue and
collaboration. In the late 70’s Dwyer thus pointed out that not
only should informants be properly informed about the research
project they were participating in—they should also be
recognized as more than mere instruments to be used in the
pursuit of the production of science (1977, 1987). By taking the
informants’ contributions seriously Dwyer furthermore meant to
make the anthropological project part of their project of selfrepresentation thereby avoiding the paternalism of earlier
anthropology (1977: 147, cf. Crapanzano 1980 and Clifford
1983). Recently the focus on dialogue has had a new revival
under the banner of collaborative ethnography. New to this
approach was that now informants should be incorporated as
cultural consultants and/or co-authors “from project
conceptualisation, to fieldwork, and, especially, through the
writing process” (Lassiter 2005: 16). In contrast to most
anthropological research that is characterized by some degree of
reciprocation—for example helping in the garden after doing an
interview—collaboration in this sense implies a “constant
ongoing discussion, where the project that yields that interview
in the first place is co-conceived by both participating parties”
(Hinson in Lassiter 2005: 17, cf. Fluehr-Lobban 1994, Herrera
1999). As we see the ideas Rouch formulated in the late fifties
and sixties have been taken up not only because of their
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methodological gains but also as an ethical imperative, which
today seems pervasive within the discipline (AAA 1986, IUAES
2005).

The necessity of non-dialogical fieldwork
Inspired by these methodological discussions I went to the
field—perhaps rather naively—with the hope that I would
somehow be able to engage the cameldrivers in an open and
honest dialogue about their life worlds. From my previous
contact with the cameldrivers, I knew it would be difficult due to
language barriers and not least due to my status as khawaga (rich
white westerner), and as it turned out my hopes were unfulfilled.
Whereas the cameldrivers had shown some interest in our film
shootings they did not show any interest in participating in the
project I now attempted to engage them in. Even hearing about
my ideas seemed boring and irrelevant compared to talking
about camels or women or playing domino. Therefore my initial
attempts to disclose and explicate my project were rather short
and most often interrupted by other issues of greater
importance. My insufficient Arabic skills—speaking too slow
and with too few words—also added to their boredom and their

Famous Egyptian actor.

lack of interest and understanding of my project. Those who
finally did understand the idea of my project—such as my host
and key-informant—still did not understand why I found it
worthwhile. As the dialogic/collaborative mode of fieldwork did
not prove fruitful, my next step of inquiry was a more traditional
form of participant observation by hanging out, taking care of
the camels, sitting in cafes smoking shisha and playing domino
(Bernard 1995:151, Spradley 1980). This method was more
fruitful. First of all, I met a range of people who were interested
in me for many other reasons than my study. Some persistently
tried to trick me out on camel safaris even though everybody
knew I was not there for that reason. Some used me as
entertainment—joking a bit with a strange foreigner who knew a
bit of Arabic and had seen the latest comedy with Adil Imam.4
Some tried with success to involve me in their business as a sales
representative and thus I gradually started to earn my own
money and became an economical asset to those with whom I
collaborated. In addition, many cameldrivers used me to acquire
information about email-configurations, mobile phones, western
price levels, tourists and especially western women and their
sexuality. By hanging out, chatting, and thus participating in a
give and take of information that for my part was about

4
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acquiring knowledge about their business and for their part was
about money, entertainment, women, and mobile phones, I
gradually got the observations and heard the slander, rumours,
and stories I was interested in. Furthermore, I began to take part
in these practices of gossip and slander by using the information
I already had acquired to trick out other pieces of information.
In addition rather than disclosing my project I began to
downplay the scope of it as well as my religious and moral
beliefs thereby gradually assuming the role of a—perhaps rather
ignorant but nevertheless—active social player in the field of
camel-business by the Pyramids.
I quickly felt a lot more comfortable and respected among the
cameldrivers as I started to take part in their business than I had
done during the film shootings and the initial stages of my
fieldwork. Even though most of my informants knew that I was
there to make some kind of study about “their culture and way
of life” and my main informants had initially been informed in
detail about the specificities of the study this seemed to be
forgotten in the jogtrot of daily life—and I, rather than following
the collaborative ideals, actively let it be forgotten. In the
following I provide a small example of such an “undisclosed”
dialogue that took place one afternoon as Kamel and I were
sitting on a stone in the shadow of the Great Pyramid. I had just
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helped him setting up his mobile to Arabic whereupon a tour
group of very lightly dressed Russian women passed by. The day
before I had heard the word Haram (‘Forbidden by God’ or
‘God forbid it’) used to describe a group of Egyptian Christian
women who were also, although not nearly as, lightly dressed as
the Russians. Now I wanted to find out whether Haram also was
the correct term to describe different groups of foreign tourists
who were not dressing properly.
C: Haram! (used as a joke)
K: What is Haram?
C: There, you see—the girls.
K: No, that’s Russians. No, the Russians don’t have Haram. They
don’t know our God.
C: What? The Russians are Christians?
K: No, Jews.
C: Yes, some of them, but most of them are Christians—
orthodox like here.
K: No, the Russians are Jews, they pray to the stones, the sun, the
Pyramids—meditation people [!abadiin], you know.
C: But if they are Jews, they still know our God and pray to him
like us. The Jews don’t pray to the sun.
K: No, they are Jews, they come to cry here by the Pyramids, I

have seen them, they are heretics, you know.

C: But they have the same book as both Christians and
Muslims—Moses for example—he was a Jew but he prayed to
our God.

K: No, Moses was Muslim—he is a prophet.

From this conversation I obtained several interesting pieces of
information about Kamel’s views on the morality of Russians
and maybe also to some degree tourists in general—views which
I later used to venture further into the cameldrivers’
understandings of tourists. What this and similar statements
indicated was that the cameldrivers behaved according to a
system of beliefs in which especially western tourists who are
their primary customers belonged to an amoral sphere—
exemplified in their lack of faith and deviating sexual proclivities.
Thus many of the cameldrivers’ rather aggressive and—
according to their own internal standards—immoral business
practices could be excused with reference to the fact that they
were transferring money from this affluent but amoral realm to
support their families: “The business is bad but the family has to
eat” as they would put it (cf. Parry and Bloch 1989). Whereas
this system operated on a discursive level in actual practice
cameldrivers often invested considerable time in developing
relationships with tourists and especially young female tourists,
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which not always had economic motives involved. Rather, such
relationships offered them a chance to be themselves in a role
free of the strict moral codes prevailing in the village. In this
sense we might say that indeed cameldrivers’ presentation of self
towards tourists at once was a completely staged façade, but
often also a façade which reflected some of their innermost
desires and fantasies of selfhood (cf. Adams 1996, MacCannell
1999). Paraphrasing Rouch we might say that tourism offered
these men an opportunity to be themselves in a role which they
could always retract saying that it was just their business (cf.
Rouch 1967: 85, Nielsen 2006b).
The reason why Kamel and other cameldrivers began to tell me
such things at this point in my fieldwork was a combination of
several factors: firstly, that I was no longer documenting their
practices with a camera. Secondly, that I had helped Kamel with
his mobile configuration and other things. Thirdly, that I at the
time had been working with the cameldrivers for several months,
had become relatively fluent in colloquial Arabic and thus was
seen as an accomplice of them. Fourthly, that I had
misrepresented my moral beliefs—in this interview by indicating
that I thought it was wrong for women to dress lightly. Kamel
probably thought that he was kindly correcting me from the
mistake of connecting Russians with religious morality whereas I

was in fact trying to trick him to tell about his views on tourists.

As Metcalf (2001) has pointed out misrepresentation and
deception is probably more the rule than the exception in the
social games that are played out during most field research—
even though it is often left out or downplayed in the final
presentations. It is not, however, the current fashion in the
debates about anthropological methodology and during the
course of this kind of data collection, I had recurrent doubts
whether I was actually conducting real fieldwork and collecting
real ethnographic data or whether I had trespassed the ethical
standards of fieldwork. While some openhearted cross-cultural
dialogue and collaboration in the spirit of Rouch, Dwyer and
Lassiter occasionally did happen (especially with my host family)
it was not the rule and nor was it on those occasions that I got
the knowledge I now find most important. In addition, I do not
think the valuable dialogues I did have with my host and other
close informants would have been possible if I had not acquired
information about their business from other more covert ways
of doing fieldwork (Metcalf 2001: 37, Lauder 2003) and thereby
proved myself as a knowledgeable and worthy interlocutor. The
cameldrivers’ understandings of themselves, their business and
the tourists was only revealed in glimpses during the film
shootings, interviews and observations. It was, however, through
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active participation without a camera that I finally got access to
what was otherwise hidden to the eye of the camera lens and the
candid researcher.

A new film about cameldrivers on
sightseeing in Europe
Want a camel, Yes? reveals many interesting aspects of the
cameldriver’s encounters with western tourists and it does so
partly as a result of the interventive style applied in the film
shooting and partly through the particular juxtaposition of the
footage which brings the perspectives of cameldrivers, tourists
and Egyptian authorities together. In this montage viewers are
allowed to see the actors in different attempts of self
representation, and in the gaps and contradictions between the
different perspectives viewers can get a feel for what lies beneath
the actors’ presentation of selves. Nevertheless, the film also has
important limits. Thus the cameldrivers’ efforts to project a
certain image of themselves in the film also disclosed many of
the aspects, which we initially had hoped to be able to capture
and obtain knowledge of. For this reason, the failures of the
visual anthropological investigation of the cameldrivers’ world
have to do with our failure in establishing the project as a

dialogical collaboration. The cameldrivers had political and
economical interests in participating in the project, but these
interests were not entirely compatible with our interests as
filmmakers. The crucial breakthrough in my attempt to get to
know the cameldrivers came when I embarked on a more
traditional and less dialogical approach in the role as a
participating collaborator in their business. Knowledge obtained
through this role gave me crucial information to juxtapose the
interviews and the footage shot during the film production and
thereby get a more comprehensive idea of how the
cameldriveres perceive themselves, their business strategies and
the tourists.

My excuse for involving guys like Kamel in such undisclosed
inquiries and thereby departing from the ideals of collaborative
ethnography was partly that it was simply not possible to obtain
the data I wanted if I completely disclosed the scope of my
project and stuck to the role as documentarist and researcher.
Furthermore, the notions that “anthropologists’ prime
responsibility is to those they study” (Fluehr-Lobban 1994), and
that I should somehow make my project part of their project of
self-representation and “give voice” to the cameldrivers seemed
more and more awkward during the course of the fieldwork.
Even though the cameldrivers do constitute a marginalized
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group in the world system, they are by no means the least
privileged group in their own society. If my findings ended up
showing that their rather aggressive salesmanship constituted—
as the authorities believe—a hindrance to the development of
the tourist industry by the Pyramids and thus thousands of new
employment opportunities, should I still simply “give voice” to
their self-representation, just because they by coincidence were
my cultural consultants? Therefore, the strictly collaborative
approach came to look even more ethically and politically
suspicious than the somewhat undisclosed project I ended up
pursuing. Whereas visual as well as ordinary anthropologists as a
matter of course should consider the wellbeing and the interests
of the people starring in their films and books, there must
certainly be equally important ethical obligations to the people
living next-door but who are not represented (cf. Weiner 1997,
Bourdieu 2004).
Since the film was made two years before my fieldwork the
knowledge I obtained from fieldwork could obviously not be
incorporated into the film. Nevertheless, I think that such
integration in several ways would have made a more nuanced
and satisfying representation. After I finish my studies I hope to
be able to make another film, which would take up the challenge

of integrating my theoretical analysis with the footage shot at the
Giza Plateau. Furthermore, this future film would attempt to
establish the dialogue, which we failed to establish during the
first film. Thus my plan is to invite the two cameldrivers who
were starring in the film on a trip to Europe to meet their
customers. This is a wish they have presented to me several
times so therefore I know they would be more than willing to
participate in such a project. Hence, the idea is to invert the
perspectives of hosts and guests and through the cameldrivers’
meeting with their primary clientele—including also the actual
tourists we meet in the film—make them reflect on their own
business strategies as well as their conceptions of self and the
customers. In such a dialogical project I would furthermore
present my ideas about what goes on in the touristic encounter
and the implications for the ways cameldrivers and tourists
understand and misunderstand each other and thereby get an
opportunity to obtain both tourists’ and cameldrivers’ reflections
on my theoretical conclusions. In the next chapter I will go on to
discuss the film Ngat is Dead about the anthropologist Ton Otto,
which due to Ton’s longstanding relationship with the people he
studies, and his use of film in this exchange, has succeeded in
becoming such a dialogical project, which I hope to establish
with my tourist-cameldriver informants.
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N GAT IS DEAD
In 2004 I went to Baluan Island in Manus Province, Papua New
Guinea, together with the anthropologists Ton Otto and Steffen
Dalsgaard. Ton Otto had done fieldwork on the island since
1986. During his research—comprising 3 ! years of
fieldwork—he gradually became incorporated in the community,
among other things as a member of a local clan. Steffen had
likewise conducted fieldwork on the island in 2003. The reason
why Steffen and I came along on this trip was to collect material
for an exhibition on the Manusian outrigger canoes at Moesgård
Museum and partly to shoot an ethnographic film about Ton’s
research.
Ton had on several occasions used video to document
ceremonies and cultural festivals on the island (cf. Otto 1988a,
1988b, Jensen and Poulsen 2000). On this trip we knew that Ton
would have to engage in ceremonial exchanges as an organizer.
The reason was that his adoptive father, Ngat Selan, had died the
year before. On Ton’s previous visit the old man had asked Ton
to organize the mortuary ceremonies that ought to follow his

death. Since Ton was not on the island at the time Ngat died, the
first ceremony, the pailou, had already been carried out by his
younger siblings. Upon his arrival Ton would therefore have to
find out which other ceremonies the family and the relatives of
his father expected him to do. Their expectations would very
likely be diverging as the ceremonies include several exchanges
of money, food and other gifts, which are meant to settle the
relations between the deceased and his relatives so as to make it
possible for the descendents of the deceased to inherit his
properties. As Baluan people use a system of patrilineal
inheritance, what has to be settled is especially the relations
between the deceased and her or his maternal clan. While it is
the paternal clan that has prospered from the work of the
deceased, it is the deceased’s mother who has given birth and
raised her or him as a child. At the time of the death of a person,
this work therefore has to be reciprocated to the maternal
relatives of the deceased who otherwise can claim a share in the
inheritance. In Ngat’s case this would be a complex affair as two
groups of relatives could rightly claim to be his maternal
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relatives. Whereas Ngat’s biological mother was from the Salnun
clan his mother’s mother was from the Pungap clan. During a
substantial part of his childhood Ngat had been living with his
mother’s mother and therefore her clan could also demand
reciprocation upon his death.
As Ton was the oldest son and the “rich” member of the family
it was likely that the maternal relatives of his adoptive father
would demand him to contribute. His siblings on the other hand
had already done the pailou-ceremony and by doing so
established themselves as rightful inheritors of Ngat’s property.
Therefore they would not necessarily be interested in Ton doing
another ceremony, which possibly could challenge their claims
of the inheritance. Hence, we knew that we had a possibility to
observe an anthropologist navigating through the complex
dilemmas, which arise when one starts to participate actively in
other people’s lives. While the resulting footage would form part
of Ton’s ongoing research the film we5 had in mind was about
the dilemmas of a participating researcher who is at once a social
actor and an anthropological observer. Furthermore we wanted
to use Ton’s unique position on Baluan to explore and
cinematically depict the way Melanesian actors contest and
5 When not otherwise specified “we” refers to the efforts of both Ton, Steffen and
me.

negotiate their social reality: their kin relations, mortuary
traditions, and also the participating anthropologists. Thus our
ambition was to film anthropological knowledge as it developed
through participation in the lives of these people. As we later
found out, our project had several precedents. Most notably the
film To Find the Baruya Story (Olsson et.al. 1982) about Maurice
Godelier’s fieldwork but also Gary Kildea and Andrea Simon’s
film Koriams Law (2005) as well as films such as Holy Men and
Fools by Michael Yorke (2005) and Room 11, Ethiopia Hotel by
Itsushi Kawase (2006). Whereas these films mainly give insights
into anthropological methods of observation and interviewing
our film aimed at showing the possibilities of using active forms
of participation.

In the following I will discuss how and to what degree we
accomplished this task. First, I will discuss how and why this
film—contrary to Want a Camel, Yes?—succeeded in becoming a
shared and collaborative project (Jørgensen 2007) and how this
collaboration made it possible for us to observe and document
much less intrusively than during the film shootings in Giza.
Then, I discuss the accomplishments of the film in relation to
some of Ton’s writings on participation and cultural change in
order to illuminate some of the possibilities and limitations of
writing and film as ways of representing anthropological
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knowledge. This finally brings me to an argument for a deeper
integration of these modes of representation and I will discuss
how such an integration have been pursued in Kildea and
Simon’s Koriams Law (2005) and Asch and Chagnon’s The Ax
Fight (1975).

Shared anthropology
As our primary aim with the film was to explore how
anthropological knowledge might be developed through active
participation our main focus was naturally on Ton, and the
resulting film is to a large degree based on his perspective on his
involvement in the ceremonies. Steffen and I were immediately
associated as part of Ton’s lineage but nevertheless our strategy
was to establish ourselves as a somewhat independent camera
crew observing the interaction between Ton and the people of
Baluan. Through interviews with several of Ton’s relatives on
the island—which we conducted independently of Ton—we
furthermore aimed at getting their perspective on what Ton was
doing as a family member and researcher. As such the film has
evolved in a similar way as Want a Camel, Yes? as a montage of
different perspectives on the same field of action.

Whereas Want a Camel, Yes? to a large extent failed to become a
collaborative project, this was much easier with this film. Thus
while we approached Ton’s relatives on the island many of them
also approached us in order to state their opinions about the
ongoing negotiations and make sure we would represent their
kastam (tradition) the right way. The subject of Ngat is Dead was a
matter of wide concern among the Baluan people and they took
part in the project not only because of their political and
economic interests, but also because they perceived the
documentation of their traditional practices as a way of
preserving them for future generations.

As Ton has pointed out kastam is a reinvention of a set of
customary practices, which had been in use before the Second
World War (Otto 1992: 279, cf. Hobsbawm and Ranger 2004).
After the war, Baluan society had gone through massive and
rapid transformation among other things due to the efforts of a
local modernizing movement called the Paliau Movement that
rejected the ways of the ancestors as obstacles to true
development. A couple of decades later some people apparently
felt that something had been lost in this transformation and
gradually began to revive the ceremonial practices of their
forefathers. For this reason much effort was directed at verifying
which ceremonies were the “right” ancestral ceremonies and
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how exactly they ought to be performed (Otto 1991, cf. Keesing
1992).
Our film was conceived as an additional possibility to preserve
the ways of the ancestors and thus the production worked as a
mirror to these processes of finding out exactly how the
traditions should be performed. Contrary to Want a Camel, Yes?
where one of our aims was to get to know the cameldriver’s
conceptions about themselves, their business strategies and the
tourists, the subject-matter of Ngat is Dead was one of ongoing
public debate. Even though we as filmmakers were in charge of
the final editing, the locals took an active role in forming their
own selfrepresentation and to some degree started doing
anthropology on their own practices. They could have done the
same without the camera, but the camera certainly accelerated
their reflection on their own practices as well as the practices of
the anthropologists (cf. Crawford 2006). When we returned in
2006 to screen the film, this became even more evident. After
seeing the film, Ton’s younger brother Panou stated that now he
finally understood what his role actually was in Ton’s research.
The film also resulted in a general discussion about cultural
change and an example of this can be seen in the final scene of
the film where Sakumai, who is the leader of Ton’s clan, defends
himself against accusations of having confused important parts

of the ceremonies:

I myself perform the culture—I myself can change it. And the
small change that we can see—where culture is being changed—
that is part of it. It happens like that. Sometimes I can change the
main receiver, because I have a grudge.

Sakumai argued that because the maternal clan of Ngat had
behaved badly in the past, it had been the deceased’s wish that
some of the gifts should be given to his mother’s mother’s clan.
Even though this was not customary procedure they had to
respect the wish of the deceased. What is interesting in this
statement is that change is described as an integral part of Baluan
culture and tradition. Like it has been recognized within much of
the literature on “the invention of tradition” and “praxis” the
leader of the Sauka clan clearly states that culture adapts if
practical circumstances demand it (cf. Bourdieu 1977,
Hobsbawm and Ranger 2004, Keesing 1992). In addition, he
argues that this is not a violation of culture but rather an
example of the way culture should be performed and thus
traditional cultural practices endure because these changes are a
part of culture. One of Ton’s sisters commented in a different
way and was worried that certain parts of the ceremonies could
be misinterpreted due to the editing of the film. Thus—with a
view to preserve the correct practices for the future—she argued
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that the ceremonies had to be more clearly separated in the film.
As a project of shared anthropology the film resulted in several
forms of dialogue—the actual dialogue between Ton and his
informants and a more abstract dialogue between the
anthropological representation and Baluan people’s different
preferences of representation. A very important achievement of
the film was thus the way it communicated the knowledge of the
anthropologist back to the people under study and thereby made
them more conscious of the twofold role of Ton as both a
member of a family and a researcher. In terms of actual new
knowledge about the ceremonies the filmmaking also resulted in
more detailed observations of how cultural change is taking
place on Baluan. Indeed, contrary to Want a Camel, Yes?,
observation with a camera was much easier in this project. With
few exceptions we were allowed and often even urged to film
the entire organization and execution of the ceremonies. Of
course people were more conscious of their own performances
when the camera was on and often it seemed as if the speakers
in the ceremonies often extended their speeches when they had
the attention of the camera. They were not, however, constantly
on the guard as it was the case with the cameldrivers and only
few people showed signs of being bothered by the camera.

That such in-depth observation with the camera was possible
was partly a result of Ton’s previous film productions, which
had made people used to the camera as a natural part of his
presence and partly because the subject-matter of the film was
an issue of shared interest. Thus we may conclude that the
longstanding dialogue and collaboration on which the project
was founded was a prerequisite for our possibility of in-depth
observation. As Timothy Asch and others have pointed out what
seems immensely important in ethnographic filmmaking is to:
“[k]now your subject […] Spend time with them, cultivating a
relationship. If you can’t do that, then collaborate with an
anthropologist who has” (Asch in Barbash and Taylor 1997: 41).
The footage recorded for Ngat is Dead nevertheless mainly
confirmed Ton’s previous analyses based on participation,
observation and interviews, but as a representation of these
analyses the film did bring something new. In the following
sections I will first focus on the film’s representation of Ton’s
role as a researcher and then the film’s representation of
traditional practices and cultural change. In doing so I will pay
particular attention on how this representation corresponds to
Ton’s written accounts of these matters.
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Anthropological participation
In an interview sequence just after the opening scene of the film
Ton states his view on the importance of participation in
anthropological fieldwork:
I am here as an anthropologist. As an anthropologist one of our
central methods is to get close to people, to their lives—and in
order to get close to people’s lives you have to assume some role
that makes sense. And therefore as an anthropologist I was happy
to get this possibility—it was offered by the people to me—this
possibility of being an adopted son. […] Being a family member
gives me access to new experiences and knowledge—but it also
creates obligations. I am here to find out what my family expects
me to do now.

After that the film goes on to a scene in which Sakumai, the
leader of Ton’s clan, informs Ton and his sisters about the
ceremony he thinks should be carried out. Sakumai thinks that
since the pailou ceremony already has been done Ton should
organize a cement ceremony, which involves making a concrete
gravestone on his father’s grave. Silikara, who is the leader of
Ton’s father’s maternal clan, immediately criticizes this proposal
because in his view cement is not proper Baluan tradition.
Furthermore such a ceremony would demand Silikara’s clan to
contribute with work. Thereby Ton is immediately put in a

dilemma between the proposals and interests of his own clan
leader and the leader of his father’s maternal clan. From here we
follow Ton through his negotiations with his own family and
other kinsmen until the final execution of the ceremonies. We
see Ton in the role as a participating anthropologist and in
several interviews and voiceover comments he reflects on the
ethical dilemmas, arising from such participation. We do not,
however, get a more detailed theorization about why he actually
finds participation important. Neither do we get a more detailed
comment on the types of knowledge he is able to access through
participation or his view on the role of participation in relation
to other kinds of anthropological data collection. In the editing
of the film we—and especially I—deliberately aimed at reducing
theoretical comments to a minimum in order not to disturb the
action taking place. In accordance with observational ideals of
filmmaking, we thereby wanted to give viewers a possibility to
see and draw the conclusions for themselves. In the following
we shall take a look at some of Ton’s considerations about
participation that we did not include in the film.

In the article “Informed Participation and Participating
Informants” (1997) Ton discusses the possibilities and
limitations of active participation in fieldwork. He argues that
the term participant observation is an “alluring but also
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somewhat deceptive term”, which “covers quite different ways
of data collection and correspondingly different kinds of
knowledge” (Ibid: 96). While observation to some extent might
be done without interacting with the people under study
participation happens only when and if informants create
possibilities for the anthropologist to try out one or more local
roles (Ibid: 97). Thus participation takes place as a role-play
between the anthropologist and the local people, and “[w]hereas
local people will pursue their own interests in engaging the
researcher in such a play, the latter may use it reflectively to
experiment with meanings and interpretations and to gain a
practical knowledge of cultural action” (Ibid: 99, see also Wadel
1991). Whereas close observation might reveal interesting
patterns of socio-cultural practices the meanings of these
patterns are not easily observable. To this end interviews might
be valuable tools but, as Ton notes, interviews have a tendency
to favour verbal theoretical knowledge over other forms of
knowledge and furthermore entail a danger of overinterpretation. What happens in interviews is often the
construction of “mutually satisfactory representations” of
practices that not necessarily had such meanings ascribed to
them prior to the interview (Otto 1997: 98). Active participation
through cultural role-plays is thus an essential method in order
to get access to the often nonverbal, practical and embodied

knowledge of the informants’ lived-in world. Nevertheless,
participation also entails a subjective bias due to the particular
viewpoint of the role the anthropologist has been allowed to
play. Therefore Ton concludes his article by noting how it is
only by combining and integrating the different research
strategies that anthropologists can produce an ethnography
which is balanced in its objective and subjective perspectives.

From this theoretical point about combining different research
methods Ton goes on to describe his own participation on
Baluan and the knowledge he obtained through it. One of the
examples is the preparation of a big farewell party, which he and
his wife arranged before departing after two years in the field.
Ton describes how they had to arrange the gathering and
distribution of large quantities of food, mobilize people to cook,
go to town to buy rice, flour and tinned meat, arrange people to
catch fish and turtles, harvest the yams in their garden, and
during night time go through all the gifts they wanted to
distribute to friends and family members. Ton notes how the
days became “increasingly hectic” and how the organization of
such a big puron (large distribution) allowed him to develop “a
sense of the feelings that accompany such central events in the
lives of Baluan islanders” (Ibid: 103). During the party Ton
describes how he finally had to carry out the distribution:
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Although I had spoken at official occasions before, I found it a
difficult task this time, because I feared I would forget to mention
particular groups or individuals. The lack of sleep during the
preceding days affected my concentration, but I managed to
perform without major mistakes. (Ibid: 105)

Ton describes the feeling of proud satisfaction when discovering
that people were generally happy with the distribution and when
receiving their greetings and counter gifts:
The farewell party allowed me ‘to see’ my relatives and at the same
time to experience how much a person’s worth (expressed as
ngaian or ‘name’) is considered to be connected with the successful
completion of a feast (Ibid: 107)

Ton’s account of the farewell party is engaging and beautifully
written. Nevertheless, it is in this context interesting to note the
reduction entailed in the verbalization of his experiences. Thus,
when Ton states how he feared to forget someone in his speech
and how he felt satisfied and proud after the distribution, we, as
readers, can try to imagine how he had these feelings. We can
also understand the rational basis of Ton’s choices in the
preparations before the party. Nevertheless, it is difficult to get a
grip of the embodied knowledge, the nonverbal dispositions and
the sense of the game which he also states have guided him.
When writing up a report following my own fieldwork in Giza I

faced similar problems while trying to put words to the
embodied knowledge I—like Ton—felt I had obtained by
participating in the business of my informants (cf. previous
chapter). Somehow the subtle details, the complex feelings and
anticipations, the perceptions of other people’s diverging face
expressions are very easily reduced to coherent outlines of
rational conscious behaviour when transformed to written texts.
As MacDougall has pointed out this reduction of embodied
knowledge into verbal theoretical knowledge is something the
medium of film seems better equipped to avoid (1999: 246). In
the following I will pay attention to a couple of scenes in our
filmic representation of Ton’s fieldwork, which I think give a
different view on what he means by embodied knowledge. While
giving these examples I naturally have to translate them to
written words and thus make the same reduction, which I
propose the filmic examples avoid.

The opening scene of the film is a good place to start. Here we
see Ton entering a room whereafter a crying woman—who we
later get to know as his adopted sister—embraces him
empathically. Ton returns the embrace and soon also bursts into
tears. He does so as a matter of course with no hesitation or
perplexity and without paying specific attention to the camera,
which was filming him. His attention is on his sister, the rest of
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the family and their expression of sorrow over their deceased
father, which he now finally is able to take part in. Thus, while
Ton’s tall and white figure certainly sets him apart from his
family, his natural behaviour and response give a very different
impression of the relationship he has with these people. In a
direct bodily manner he intuitively knows how to respond to the
emotional outburst of his sister.
After several prolonged discussions, which follow the introscene
Ton reaches an agreement with his siblings about which
ceremonies they should carry out. These ceremonies now have
to be announced at another ceremony held at the house of the
leader of Ton’s clan. Ton is casually walking together with his
extended family down the main footpath on the island
accompanied by drumming and dancing. As Ton passes the

camera, we suddenly see the corners of his mouth slightly tilting
upwards. While a moment ago he was walking undisturbed in
the role he has achieved in the family he suddenly becomes
aware of the performance he is making for another audience via
the film. His casual walk turns somewhat artificial due to too
much consciousness of his double performance. Next we see
him walking up in front of the people to make the
announcement of the ceremonies. Once again he is back in the
role, doing what he should do, speaking authoritatively, listing
the previous distributions he and his family had participated in,
making a statement about his relation to his father and
announcing the two ceremonies. Like his description of the fear
he had while distributing the gifts during the farewell party we
here sense his concern for the reactions to his announcement. It
obviously matters to him to perform well according to local
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standards. This we are not told as in the article but rather shown
through the small facial gestures, the rhythm of his speech and
the care he is exercising in choosing his words.
A couple of scenes later we see a very different version of the
participating anthropologist. It is on the day of the ceremonies
and Ton is on his way to his father’s house where the
ceremonies are to be held. Apart from a couple of boys nobody
is there. Ton is told that some complaints have come up and that
everybody is gathered at the house of his clan leader. He rushes
off in order to find out how serious the complaints are. His face
is determined and concentrated but we also sense an evolving
anxiety as pearls of sweat are trickling down his face. On the way
he speculates that it might be his father’s mother’s clan who had
complained because members of his father’s clan have
demanded to participate in one of the ceremonies. Finally he
reaches the house of his clan leader. It turns out that Ton was
wrong. In fact it was the narumpein—the children of the
classificatory sisters of his father—who, due to internal rivalry
within the Sauka had threatened to block the construction of the
gravestone, which is part of the cement-ceremony. Both Ton and
his sister are evidently amused about his difficulties in gripping
the complex logic of the current dispute and even though he is
the elder brother in the family we see here how the

anthropologist suddenly becomes an apprentice of his younger
sister.

As these examples suggest film is with its richness of detail able
to capture and represent subtle gestures and small facial
expressions, which in glimpses reveal tacit practical embodied
knowledge of what it means to be a participating anthropologist
in Baluan exchange ceremonies. While we in Ton’s article are
invited to imagine how he has acquired this knowledge, we are in
the film invited to see, hear, feel and experience and thereby also
judge it for ourselves. Not least, we are invited to see the
limitations of his sense of the game as it is evident that he in several
situations falls short of practical reasoning and has to ask his
siblings what to do. As a representation of the ambiguities of
participating in other peoples’ lives as an anthropologist, we may
conclude that film is in these ways superior to a written text as it
in a more detailed way captures the complex feelings which are
at stake. Contrary to the article these things are however not
explicitly stated. While Ton’s voiceover comments give many
clues to guide the viewers in watching the film his theoretical
position in the debates about anthropological methodology—
which informs this way of doing fieldwork—is not explicitly
stated or elaborated upon. Like Hastrup, we may note that
whereas film appears particular good in representing the details
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and the differences, the context-values embodied in these
differences might easier be assessed in written representations
(Hastrup 1992: 21). But is it not possible to incorporate such
theoretical arguments in a film and thereby make use of the best
of both ways of representation? Could we not have elaborated a
bit more on Ton’s view on anthropological methodology in the
film? I will return to these questions shortly after attending for a
couple of pages to the other main theme of the film; namely
cultural change.

Cultural change
While one of our aims with the film was to capture and
represent the development of anthropological knowledge the
resulting film only came to represent a simplified fraction of
Ton’s thinking about cultural change. Thus—like the comments
on participation—his comments on cultural change are rather
short and general. While he does get to state that what we are
watching is examples of “traditions-in-the-making” the broader
historical lines in these processes and the relationship between
kastam and other spheres in the society are not referred to (Otto
1991, 1992). Among other things one of the most basic features
about kastam—namely that it is a new tradition that has

established itself as a renaissance and objectification of
customary practices, which were in use before the war but later
rejected by the Paliau Movement—is not discussed. Thus, even
though viewers are presented with recordings of traditions-inthe-making, it is difficult to discern what exactly it is that is in its
making and it is even more difficult to discern what was before
and what is about to come as a result of the changes we see.
Nevertheless, the political strategies, the play, the humour and
the embodied knowledge, which are applied in the negotiations
are to a wide extend possible to see, sense and experience.

One example of this is a scene featuring a heated argument
between members of the three clans who are the main
protagonists in the ceremonies. The argument happens just
before a major division of money, which is part of the so-called
pukankokon ceremony. It is the last chance for the different clan
members to state their claims and interests before the division
takes place and therefore they try to vivify and explain their
relationship to the deceased. In the film we first see a long shot
of the leader of Ngat’s mother’s clan, Silikara, standing behind a
table in the middle of the lawn in front of Ngat’s house arguing
against the claims of Ngat’s mother’s mother’s clan. Silikara also
attacks the organizers of the ceremonies for being confused and
for not being able to carry out the ceremonies of their
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forefathers. While Silikara raises his voice the camera shifts from
a slight birds eye-view to a close up of his agitated face. The
speech ends with a low medium shot where Silikara accuses the
Sauka clan for “trying to twist Baluan tradition” in order to get
money for themselves. While Silikara’s accusations are at times
very loud and agitated, viewers may also recognize the humour,
irony and rhetorical twists with which he delivers his argument.
“Was it a pigeon” who gave birth to Ngat Selan, he asks, thereby
sarcastically trying to emphasize how ridiculous it is to discuss
who rightfully can claim to be the maternal clan of Ngat.
After Silikara’s speech, Kalou from Ngat’s mother’s mother’s
clan sets out to respond. This speech likewise begins with a
medium shot of Kalou standing by the table. In a rather tortuous
argument he claims that even though Ngat’s mother is the
daughter of a man from the Salnun clan, she and her son Ngat
lived together with her mother’s clan, the Pungap. Therefore the
Pungap should be recognized as the maternal clan of Ngat.
Silikara and another member of the Salnun clan are strongly
provoked and start shouting during Kalou’s speech. As their
shouts increase in volume the medium shot of Kalou looking

towards his opponents is cut to an eyeline match of what he is
looking at. The shouting opponents are standing about ten
meters away. With fierce gestures they demand Kalou to stop
lying. At this point the editing intensifies by shifting to and from
the medium shot of the hesitating Kalou and the eyeline-match
of the agitated opponents. Finally follows a reverse shot from
the point of view of Silikara but now the leader of the Sauka clan
has come to the table. Sakumai finishes off the argument by
announcing that the distribution of gifts will be carried out
according to a list Ngat had made before he died. According to
Sakumai, Ngat had been upset with his maternal kinsmen and
therefore he wanted to divide the gifts in a different way than
otherwise prescribed by tradition: “you should not quarrel with
each other. I am sorry but do not fight. […] Ngat’s children have
the list and they will follow their father’s wishes.” Sakumai’s
voice is strong and authoritative but also has a feel of
indulgence—as when a parent is reprimanding a child—thereby
making the quarrels seem foolish and out of place: “You are
making a lot of noise without reason. Do you understand? You
will receive your share, do not worry. It is all right—but you
should calm down.”
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Even though this scene is pieced together of nearly two
hours of footage comprising several other and longer
speeches viewers get a good view of the political field in
which the debate on tradition is taking place. Viewers also
get a feel of how even though there are certain rules,
people have considerable room for interpretation and
manipulation due to the complexity of the kin-relations.
Like the anthropologist, the native actors also themselves
have to find out what the rules of the game are. The
scene is severely condensed in the editing so as to fit a
five minutes narrative comprising first one viewpoint,
then the opponent which leads to the heated climax
finally released by the preliminary solution provided by
the third speaker. The editing has furthermore intensified
the drama between the three opponents by shifting
between low and high shots, close-ups and long shots and
by accelerating the pace of cuts when the speakers raise
their voices. Even though we have moulded the drama
into a three-part structure it is not, however, an entirely
arbitrary construction. Rather it was one of several
concurrent dramas, which were played out during the
ceremony. Thus the editing might be described as
crystallizing and simplifying a real pro-filmic drama into a
recognizable form which most western as well as Baluan
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people are able to comprehend. Ethnographic filmmakers who
subscribe to realist forms of filmmaking favouring eyelevel
shots, whole bodies, minimal camera movement and minimal
editing (cf. Heider 1976: 113) might consider such a scene as
highly manipulative. Nevertheless, I do not think that a long
neutral eyelevel take of the same event would necessarily have
established a less manipulative and more objective
representation of what went on. One might imagine that such an
approach actually might have worked counter to the idea of
“letting viewers see for themselves” because long takes would
downplay the drama which was in fact inherent in the ‘real’ event
but which especially non-native viewers would have considerable
problems identifying without some sort of compression.6 Thus
the editing of this scene is what makes viewers able to see at
least some of the things that ‘really’ happened. Furthermore the
intercutting between camera angles and the interchange of the
chronology of the arguments allows viewers to see the same
speeches from a variety of viewpoints. As is well known the
angle from where we view an object has an impact on how we
experience the object and this is just as true for low and high
shots as it is for eye-level shots. Whereas the slight birds eye
view on Silikara renders the experience of his person slightly
6 Cf. Hastrup (1992: 17) and Crawford (2006: 303) on the ”inherent narrativity of
culture”.

inferior and perhaps even silly this is countered by the following
low shot and the point of view shots, which establishes him as a
more authoritative figure. Indeed, Silikara’s performance was in
actual fact a bit carping and stubborn but it was also full of
humorous and intelligent arguments put forward with a high
degree of authority. The montage of different camera angles thus
allows viewers to experience the same subjects and the same
speeches not only from one but from a multiplicity of
viewpoints. In my view the compressed version thereby
establishes a more comprehensive and perhaps even more real
representation than what we might have been able to produce, if
we had kept to a less obtrusive style of filming and editing.

As described in the introduction MacDougall has pointed out
how writing often works by highlighting what is different in a
given socio-cultural setting whereas images and film footage are
better capable of showing the commonalities of being human. In
these heated speeches about kastam and about who rightfully can
claim to be the maternal relatives of Ngat, viewers might get a
practical feel and sense of kinship negotiations, politics and
cultural change on Baluan and they might recognize the humour
which is also part of the game. Even though what is at stake in
the discussions to most western viewers will appear as very
foreign conceptions of personhood and sociality, the scene
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might be said to transcend the cultural specific insofar as viewers
still get an idea of the practical strategies which are applied and
the feelings which are involved. Most importantly perhaps,
viewers recognize that it is also a humorous game (albeit a
serious one). But in what way does this sequence transcend
culture? According to MacDougall cultural transcendence is
inherent in images by way of their physical and psychological
detail. Had we however shown two hours of kinship
negotiations, viewers’ reactions and understanding of what goes
on would most likely be very different from what they are in the
present form of the film. Thus especially the humour would not
have been understood and many would probably incorrectly
believe that the people were much more angry at each other than
they actually were. Thus I do not believe that these images in
themselves have the ability to pass on the transcultural message.
Rather, the raw footage in itself might have resulted in
stereotypical understandings based on culturally biased
misreadings of the verbal, facial and bodily gestures, which are
applied in the discussions. The reason why people to some
degree are able to sense and understand what goes on is thus in
important ways related to our synthesis of it. A synthesis that has
come about through translation, subtitling but perhaps most
importantly through a tight montage, which has condensed the
arguments into a recognizable narrative form. Without this

filmic contextualization (Crawford 1992: 68, Loizos 1992: 56)
the proximity of the images would have disclosed what is
actually happening in favour of more stereotypical
understandings. It is thus not only the indexical links of the
images to the profilmic event but also the particular combination
and juxtaposition of images that as a total gives an experience of
what happened during the ceremonies. This is perhaps what
Merleau-Ponty meant when he once in a brief discussion of the
possibilities of film wrote that “film is more than the total sum
of its images, it is a temporary gestalt” (2001: 339). Thus film
seems to address us not only through its recorded footage,
which mechanically replicate reality, but also as a form or a
model that as a combination of different viewpoints gives us a
sense of the totality of the reality being modelled—a sense not
only of the visible things but also of the things which are not
possible to see in the actual footage.

If viewers are given a close look at the rhetorical strategies and
the feel of the game in Baluan exchange ceremonies there are
however also several things which the compressed editing could
not highlight even though it is actually visible in the footage. The
problem is that it requires some background knowledge of
Baluan society and history in order to be discernible. At a closer
look it is evident here as well as other places in the film that
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certain things are open for discussion whereas other things are
not. While the actors might disagree about which clan should be
recognized as the maternal clan of Ngat and while they may
discuss whether or not cement is part of Baluan tradition, the idea
that something should be given to the maternal relatives upon a
person’s death is not debated. Whereas certain aspects of the
kinship system might be open for debate, the relevance of the
kinship system as a whole is not discussed. Neither is it debated
whether or not kastam is a good, useful, or relevant set of
practices to adhere to. Despite the fact that we are dealing with
traditions-in-the-making and that traditions certainly do change
right here in front of our eyes, other aspects of Baluan culture
seem to endure and continue. Even though the film offers rather
interesting examples to compare and discuss in relation to
theories of practice and cultural change these matters are,
however, not elaborated upon theoretically.
In a recent paper Ton has proposed a new model of cultural
change as well as cultural continuity involving different levels of
conscious agency and different tempi of change (Otto 2007).
These thoughts closely resonate with much of what we see in the
film. Ton’s aim is to build a bridge between the instrumental and
ideological conception of culture in the literature on the
‘invention of tradition’ and the conception of culture posed by

Sahlins as essentially structured and enduring (1999). While Ton
agrees with Sahlins’ emphasis on the enduring structural aspects
of culture, he nevertheless finds that the indeterminacy of
culture allows for a great level of human agency, creativity and
invention. Thus cultural change and revolutions indeed do
happen as the result of the conscious efforts of individuals. The
rejection of the ways of the forefathers by the Paliau Movement
on Manus was one example, and the subsequent revival of the
old practices with the invention of kastam was another (Otto
2007: 3). Whereas these radical changes came about as the result
of the conscious efforts of politically interested actors, Ton
notes that certain habits and concerns seem to have continued
despite the changes. Despite the attempts of the Paliau
movement to reorganize the society as a rational work camp, old
kinship networks and “dividual” concepts of personhood
lingered on (2007: 11, cf. Strathern 1988). Whereas traditions
belong to relatively conscious levels of cultural practice and
discourse and therefore have a tendency to change, Ton
concludes that habits, concerns and customs belong to a more
implicit level of culture, which consequently change at a much
slower pace. However, if allowed to live, the consciously
invented traditions will over time “precipitate to become
concerns informing action at a more implicit level of awareness”
(Otto 2007: 13).
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In Ngat is Dead we find several examples that seem to support
this model of cultural change as conscious negotiation of
tradition coupled with simultaneous reproduction of implicit
habits, customs and conceptions of personhood. The scene
featuring the speeches and arguments preceding the division of
money is perhaps the best example in this regard. Whereas many
aspects of tradition and kin relations are questioned and
negotiated, the importance of kastam and the relevance of the
kinship system as a whole seem only to be reiterated and
continued in the ceremonies. What Ton has called “the need to
show the family” (1997), which is part of the Melanesian
relational conception of persons as constituting relations with
others, is demonstrated severely. One of most important
accomplishments of the film as a representation of
anthropological knowledge is in my opinion that in this as well
as other scenes viewers might sense this indeed immensely
complex game and thus experience how Melanesian actors
perceive and negotiate their social reality. Standing by the table
in the middle of the lawn arguing emphatically for their kin
relations viewers get a glimpse of the serious and solemn attitude
but also the delight and passion with which these people engage
in their customary practices in a way that even very good writers
will not be able to match in words. Nevertheless, the wider
ramifications of the game are probably lost on most viewers. As

Ton has demonstrated in his articles these lines might better be
expressed in writing than film. As with the issue of participation,
I have nevertheless started to wonder—as a result of this
retrospective effort—what might have happened if we had
attempted to include more of Ton’s theoretical views on
tradition and cultural change.

Incorporation of anthropological
explanation in film

In spring 2007 I asked Ton to write a small synopsis about Ngat
is Dead to include in the distribution of the film. As the first
paragraph he wrote as follows:

How can ethnographers gain insight into a cultural world that is
foreign and forever in flux? This film argues that participation is a
strong method to reveal and understand the different interests and
perspectives of social actors.

When reading the synopsis I had a strange feeling about this
paragraph. While I agreed with Ton’s argument I had not until
now conceived of our film as an argument for participation but
rather as an exploration and representation of participation as a
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way of anthropological data collection. Ton had written the
synopsis in the style of academic articles whereas our film used a
style prevalent in much ethnographic filmmaking in which
arguments—if they are there—are made implicit as possible
conclusions, which viewers might draw for themselves. My first
intuition told me that we had to change this paragraph, as we
were not dealing with an explicit argument like they are usually
stated in academic writings. What would have happened,
however, if we had incorporated Ton’s arguments about the
value of participation vis-à-vis other forms of data collection or
his theoretical considerations on cultural change and continuity
more directly in the film?
As the film appears now Ton’s voiceover commentaries in
several ways resemble the style within what has been termed the
expository or explanatory mode of ethnographic filmmaking
(Nichols 1991: 32, Loizos 1992: 54). Even though Ton speaks in
first person unlike the voice-of-god as it often appears in
explanatory films his comments guide the viewers in a similar
way by pointing out what is significant in the footage displayed.
This approach certainly has its pedagogical advantages, as it
would have been very difficult even for skilled anthropologists

to follow the action without the guidance of the commentaries
(cf. Loizos 1992: 54). Nevertheless, while the guidance in our
film material by way of its verbal translation opens up the
footage, it also at the same time makes it more difficult for
viewers to see and judge for themselves in the way filmmakers
within the observational mode of filmmaking prefer to serve
their material. My idea is that if we had displayed Ton’s
theoretical arguments and models more explicitly viewers might
have been more apt to verify whether what they see in the
footage resonates with what they hear. Furthermore it might
have given a wealth of additional contextual information in
which to comprehend the action in the film. Of course such an
approach would probably have made the film less widely
accessible, but if film is able to communicate aspects of social
reality in ways not possible to present in writing, film should
certainly also have a place as an academic representational form.
Inclusion of explicit theoretical arguments and models in films
has not, however, been attempted in many ethnographic films.
In the following we shall have a look at some of the attempts.
The first is Kildea and Simon’s Koriams Law. The second is an
older but no less interesting example; namely Asch and
Chagnon’s The Ax Fight.
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Koriams Law deals with the Kivung Movement in Pomio, Papua
New Guinea. This movement has often been described as a
‘cargo cult’, but in the film its devotees make great efforts to
explain how the movement—rather than waits for cargo—aims
at preparing for the coming of radical change. A large part of the
film consists of conversations between the anthropologist
Andrew Lattas and the Kivung philosopher-informant Peter
Avarea. Here Lattas and Avarea discuss the practices and
understandings of the Kivung which among other things involve
serving food for the dead ancestors and collecting money to
donate to the Catholic Mission—not in order to get salvation
but rather to “sew the mouth” of the missionaries so that they
will allow the Kivung to go on worshipping and serving food for

their dead ancestors. At several occasions throughout the film
Lattas gives his analysis of what he thinks is going on:

They want a city to come, a city, which is the cemetery, the
cemetery is referred to as a city, a huge city […] So one of the
things that happen in the Kivung Movement is that you take
traditional images of power, which is the dead, and you marry
them to the new images of power which have come from white
culture which is money, books, record keeping. So you take over
the western bureaucracy and you use it as the language through
which you communicate with the dead—you use an offer
structure. […] People didn’t send reports to the dead before—in
traditional culture you would talk to the dead through dreams or
by becoming possessed […] Now you have government offices—
or they call it government offices but its an office belong place [a
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village office] that actually talks to the government belong place which
is the dead.

Lattas presents his analysis while sitting on a bench in the middle
of the village and thus his informant Peter Avarea is also
listening. At one occasion Lattas invites Avarea to help him with
the presentation. Avarea prefers to stand and listen but confirms
Lattas’ analysis: “I’ve been listening and it’s true. It’s quite good.
There’s no problem. They [the filmmakers] don’t know about
this. You’re explaining it and doing well.”
What happens due to Lattas’ explanations is that viewers are
enabled to grasp the peculiar rituals in which people solemnly
prepare food and serve it on plates in the houses of the dead as
well as the ceremonies in which money is collected in so-called
“novena bottles” as offerings which are later to be donated to
the Mission or the Bank. Thus what we see is opened up by
these explanations as they translate the cosmology of the Kivung
into a form, which most anthropologists are able to discern.
What I think is marvellous in this way of presenting the analysis
is that it somehow does not close off like it is often the case in
examples of voice-of-god explanations. In this film the
explanation is in contrast grounded in the immediate
surroundings from where the knowledge of the anthropologist
derives. Thus, while Lattas is stating his points, we also sense his

awareness of his informant who is listening and who might
qualify or disqualify his analysis. Thereby viewers are in a very
direct way shown how the analysis is based and in important
ways delimited by the personal relationship between the
anthropologist and his informants. Towards the end of the film
we also get to know why Avarea actually wants to talk to Lattas
and the filmmakers about these matters. Contrary to other
people within the movement, who are more cautious with whites
whom they believe are hiding “the true knowledge”, Avarea
thinks that there is a difference between the missionaries, who
claimed that natives would “burn in hell” if they continued
serving food for the dead, and the filmmakers who wish to
understand the Kivung. Thus it is Avarea’s hope that whites
when they see the film will respect the ways of the Kivung.

The mixture of anthropological explanation and dialogues which
makes up the greater part of Koriams Law thus has a twofold
advantage. On the one hand the rather incomprehensible profilmic reality is opened up by the anthropological explanation,
making us able to see and experience some of the things, which
go on in the rituals. On the other hand the grounding of the
analysis in the pro-filmic reality and the intercutting between
explanation, dialogues and observation qualifies the analysis
insofar as we are readily able to conceive how it has come about
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and how it is delimited and situated. Contrary to the voice-ofgod that often makes it difficult to see for ourselves, Lattas’
explanation tells us what and how to see but the integration
between the explanation and the dialogue simultaneously makes
evident that what we thereby see is not all what there is to see.
A similar integration of anthropological explanation and visual
documentation is seen in Asch and Chagnon’s The Ax Fight
(1975) about a fight between several groups of Yanomamö
Indians in a village in the Amazon Basin. This film takes its
starting point in the tradition of observational cinema by
showing viewers ten minutes of raw unedited footage. First we
see a heated argument between several Indians equipped with
large clubs. After some time the argument seems to fade out but
then suddenly a man comes running with an axe. Shouts and
screams increase in volume as other people discover what he is
up to and start running towards him. The man with the axe
disappears into the shadow of a pent roof. Something violent is
happening in the shadow but it is not possible to see what it is as
the camera is too far away and the contrast between the light
square and the shadow underneath the pent roof is too strong
for the camera to reproduce. Machetes and axes glimpse in the
darkness as they are raised and applied. Suddenly the camera
pans quickly to the left following something, which is moving

within the crowd. We hear the sound of a severe punch. The
camera moves too fast, however, and it is not possible to see
what happens. A little later we are back with the agitated crowd.
The camera has moved closer. The fight seems to have paused.
A young man sits on his knees showing great signs of pain. Two
women comfort him stroking his arms and back. In the next cut
we see a woman shouting to her opponents from within the
shadow of the pent roof. She is clearly indignated:
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Why the hell did your shiftless son insult us in that way? He said
we had blemishes! […] It’s your goddam son that has all the filthy
blemishes on his ugly face […] You are all descended from pus
and pimples! You all come from the village of Pimples!

While the woman is shouting a man standing nearby suddenly
looks at the camera. He waves and smiles whereafter the camera
quickly zooms in at the woman.
After showing the unedited record of the film Asch and
Chagnon depart radically from the tradition of the observational
style of filmmaking. While the first part might present visual
evidence and give viewers an experience of the chaos and
confusion anthropologists are confronted with during fieldwork
(Biella 2004: 246) this chaos does not, however, communicate
much about why the fight happened and the underlying
structural tensions, which preceded the fight. On the sound reel
just after the fight Chagnon thus presents us with the first
explanation:
Two women were in the garden and one of them was seduced by
her son. It was an incestuous relationship and the others found out
about it and that’s what started the fight.

“No kidding” Asch responds, evidently surprised. Thereafter
two titles on black fades up on the screen telling that “First

impressions can be mistaken” and that “subsequent work with
other informants revealed that the fight stemmed from quite a
different cause”. Then we are presented with the footage again
but this time shown in slow motion and with the use of stills
superimposed with white pointers to the different combatants
while Chagnon in a voiceover explains who is who and what
strategies they employ. We now learn that the fight emerged
because a woman had been beaten in her garden after having
denied giving food to a visiting relative. We also learn that the
combatants were using the blunt edge of the axes. This was not
possible to see in the footage and thus we now understand that
the violence was not as uncontrolled and chaotic as it seemed at
first glance.

After screening the fight in slow-motion viewers are presented a
lineage chart of the three lineages involved in the fight under the
heading: “Simplified Structure of the Conflict in terms of
Marriage and Descent”. Chagnon explains in the voiceover that
several years ago people from the visiting fraction had been
living in the village. Due to a conflict in their lineage between
two aspiring leaders, Nanokawä and Moäwä, the followers of
Nanokawä had decided to leave the village. Now that they had
returned to the village the hostilities came up again. The incident
of the village woman who was beaten in her garden can,
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according to Chagnon, be viewed as an expression of these
hostilities. As the fight escalates due to the entrance of people
from two other lineages the people from the lineage in which the
fight originated are forced further to choose side between the
fraction of Nanokawä and Moäwä. As this threatens to cause a
fission in the village, Moäwä—the undisputed headman—
refrains from entering the fight in order not to escalate it.
Chagnon suggests that due to this decision the fight finally fades
out into verbal accusations and insults.

As Nichols has pointed out, this explanation on the basis of
kinship charts and structural-functionalist alliance theory
probably represents the furthest point one can get from the
indexical pro-filmic event as “it actually happened” (2004: 231).
Semiotically the kinship charts thus—like language—stands in
an abstract symbolic relationship to what they depict (Burks
1949). It is an account of underlying structures which are
absolutely invisible to the eye of the camera and possibly also
even to the eyes of actors themselves. By incorporating this
explanation into the film Asch goes against the idea of
observational cinema of just letting the camera roll—showing
without telling what to see. Thus, while the eye of the camera is
indeed, according to Asch, capable of providing records of social
life as it “really” is, it is however only a part of social life. Other
parts of social life remain invisible to the camera and these have
to be addressed by theoretical comparison and analysis. This
epistemology echoes the Durkheimian view of society as
comprised of more than just the actions of individuals. Rather
actions should be understood as functions in reference to the
larger structural organism of society (Durkheim 1966, RadcliffeBrown 1957). By showing this transition from the unintelligible
confused chaotic surface of the fight to the schematic ordered
comprehensible theoretical explanation Asch and Chagnon thus
in effect provide a powerful critique on the observational style of
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filming and provide a sound argument for the necessity of
comparative anthropological analysis.

The footage strikes back
Chagnon’s anthropological interpretation is indeed illuminating.
Through the mediation of the anthropologist chaos suddenly
becomes order and the seemingly wild brutal nature of the
Yanomamö becomes intelligible as an instance of primitive
culture. After the explanation we are presented a title on black
saying: “A final edited version of the footage follows”. Now
viewers are presented with the footage for the third time—but
this time in a slightly manipulated version where some of the
rapid camera movements, the unfocussed parts and the camera
glances have been taken out. Furthermore some of the footage
has been replaced in an un-chronological order—apparently to
emphasize a narrative structure (Nichols 2004: 231).
The meaning of this last version of the footage is ambiguous. At
first glance it seems like a satirical critique of observational
cinema. Now we look at the fight again but with the
anthropological interpretation in the back of our minds. By
being aware of the invisible underlying structures the fight

suddenly seems to give sense and thus the viewer is made aware
of the limits of an orthodox observational style of
representation.

At second glance however, one starts to wonder about the things
in the footage, which has not been addressed in the
anthropological explanation. As Biella has pointed out one
notable thing which has not been addressed in the explanation is
where the steel axes and machetes came from (2004: 254). We
are presented an analysis of primitive culture but nothing has
been said about the impact of the surrounding world on this
culture. This point is also emphasized in this last version in the
absence of the camera glances of the Yanomamö and the
comments of the filmmakers, which have also been edited out.
In the beginning of the film we are told that “Yanomamö
villages are volatile and the slightest provocation can start a
violent outburst”. Despite the explanation of the structures of
the conflict viewers are still at the end of the film left wondering
why the conflict has this particular violent expression. As
Connor and Asch’s wife Patsy Asch have noted (2004: 176), one
may wonder whether Yanomamö are violent simply as a matter
of natural fact and whether it is all Yanomamö who are so
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violent including women, old people, and children?7 Thus in the
last part of the film the adequacy of anthropological
interpretation seems indirectly questioned by way of the visual
excess of the footage, which is not addressed in the explanation
and which is emphasized severely by showing the footage again.
What most notably springs in the eyes of the watchful viewer in
this last section is the way in which some of the last part of the
original footage featuring an agitated shouting woman has been
placed as an answer to a woman shouting in the first part. While
the insults of the second woman might in fact very well be an
answer to the insults of the first woman what springs in the eye
is that this last presentation is not chronologically correct.
Narrative structure has manipulated with the event “as it actually
was”. Connor and Patsy Asch appreciate this manipulation as it
once again makes clear the inadequacy of the anthropological
explanation. Although we have heard and seen that a woman
was heavily involved in triggering the fight and we have seen
several women actively participating in the fight these women
are not accounted for in Chagnon’s explanation. Thus—apart
7 In The fierce people (1968) Chagnon explained the violence in terms of darwinistic
theory. Thus, Yanomamö men are violent because the most violent men are –
statistically – the ones with the greatest number of offspring. This interpretation
still does not explain why it has come to be this way and not another (cf. Harris
1974).

from one woman—it is only the triangles in the kinship charts,
which bear names. The circles remain nameless and in effect
irrelevant for the anthropological explanation.

Connor and Asch appreciate this last part of the film in terms of
its visual surplus of meaning (2004: 176). This corresponds to
Nichols’ notion of visual excess. Any strip of footage thus seems
to have elements exceeding what can be told with words or
contained within a narrative logic (Nichols 1991: 141). I will
however content that the reason that viewers might notice this
excess of meaning is due to Timothy Asch’s manipulation of the
footage. Thus the disruption of the chronological development
of the event through montage brings together two women in an
argument. This is ‘false’ considered from the viewpoint of the
actual timeline, but it might be very ‘true’ considered from a
holistic viewpoint on the event as a whole. Thus women were
evidently the initiators of the conflict and they were also very
active during the fight itself. While this is not discussed in
Chagnon’s explanation it is, however, severely emphasized in the
manipulation of the footage in the last part of the film. This does
not falsify the interpretation of Chagnon. Rather, it transcends it
by implying that while Chagnon’s interpretation might be partly
right there is certainly much more to say about the fight. By
doing so the in-depth thick ethnographic description is suddenly
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altered thin while the filmic compression of time seems to
unfold much more layers of the social interaction. Contrary to
Hastrup’s argument about the hierarchy between writing and
film, the filmic in this instance grows ‘thick’ and comes to
encompass and transcend the textual explanation. Thus, in the
conflict and juxtaposition of a textual and filmic analysis, the
social reality of the Yanomamö suddenly opens up. In this
interference the signified begins to signify features about the
signifier inasmuch as the obvious mismatch between the visual
evidence in the footage—which is emphasized in the final
manipulated version—and Chagnon’s neglect of addressing the
issue of female agency most likely tells more about him, the film
crew and western chauvinistic ideas than it does about
Yanomamö conceptions of reality.
Few ethnographic films have attempted to incorporate explicit
analysis and arguments the way pursued in Koriams Law and The
Ax Fight. Contrary to the more common detached voice-of-god
narrator the anthropological explanations posed in these films
are located in direct relation to the pro-filmic reality. Like in
Koriams Law the explanation in The Ax Fight is likewise a revised
version of Chagnon’s first explanation, which he states
immediately after the fight. The kinship-charts are thus still
recognized as a result of the filmmakers’ relations with these

people. Such grounded explanations have in my opinion two
important advantages. On the one hand they open our eyes and
minds to features, patterns and meanings within the pro-filmic
reality which otherwise would not have been possible to see. On
the other hand the groundedness at the same time makes the
explanation directly answerable to the pro-filmic, and thus we
more easily might discern the limitations of the explanation. The
interferences and contradictions, which arise in the juxtaposition
of the footage and the explanation in The Ax Fight thus
simultaneously call into question the epistemological basis of
observational cinema as well as the adequacy of structuralfunctionalist theory. The marvellous thing in my view is that it
does so without rejecting the two projects per se. While it might
criticize the two schools it also emphasizes the value of visual
documentation on the one hand as well as didactic
anthropological interpretation on the other.

More theoretical reflection in film

The theoretical comments in Ngat is Dead are in a similar way
grounded in the direct encounter between the anthropologist
and the people he studies. In contrast to Ton’s written
reflections on his fieldwork the filmic reflections are, however,
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far less nuanced and complex. Partly at my request we aimed at
making the comments as simple and easily understandable as
possible. While writing up the voiceover comments Ton was
mainly intent on making the statements precise and correct
according to the ways he had experienced the situations in the
film. I on the other hand was constantly anxious about not
disturbing the narrative line with too long and too interfering
voiceover comments. Now in retrospective—considering films
such as Koriams Law and The Ax Fight—I think that I may have
pushed a bit too far in that direction. While I feel that the film
has a good narrative drive and that it is indeed a very detailed
account of what it means to participate as an anthropologist in a
small community, it is however also a rather generalized version
of anthropological participation that Ton verbally gets to
present. Thus his reflections on the importance of obtaining
embodied knowledge and of simultaneously doing interviews
and observation and the relationship between practice theory
and participation is not at all referred to in the film. Likewise
with his theorization on issues of tradition and cultural change.
Indeed one might argue that such abstract reflection fits better in
a written article than in a film. One of Baxter’s points is that
while written words are stuck to the paper, film rushes on and
therefore does not give viewers the time necessary to reflect

(Baxter 1977). With written texts on the contrary, readers may at
any time take a pause to evaluate what they have read. Need this
necessarily be so? Is it really impossible for our intellect to
follow a theoretical argument posed on film? Films such as
Koriams Law and The Ax Fight suggest that it is actually possible
although the arguments naturally have to be slimmed down a bit.
Jay Ruby has argued in a similar way for more theoretical
reflection in ethnographic films. Thus he writes about his vision
of “more anthropological films”:

Viewers will have to be cultivated and taught not to be passive.
Their expectations about how a video should “look” will be
violated. They will have to be taught that what they see in these
new works is not a mistake or a sign of incompetence but rather
the result of authorial choice. They must accept the complexity of
the work and actively view—stopping and rewinding the tape at
passages unclear upon first glance. (Ruby 2000: 38).

In accordance with Ruby, I will add that if it is possible to pose
theoretical arguments in verbal academic lectures there should
be no reason why this could not be done on film as well. But I
do not think that incorporation of explicit theoretical arguments
necessarily will produce more boring films. At least for the
academically trained audience I think that the incorporation of
anthropological arguments in Koriams Law and The Ax Fight on
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the contrary provokes and excites the curiosity of viewers who
become engaged not only in following a story line but also in
finding out whether or not what they see corresponds to what
they are told.
With Ngat is Dead we used a more modest and pedagogical way
to dose the explanations. The reason for this choice was that we
wanted to reach a broad audience and especially make a film,
which could be used in teaching students about anthropological
methods. As an academic representation I think, however, that
we could have gone further and that a more explicit inclusion of
Ton’s views on participation as well as cultural change would

have made a more powerful contribution to the theoretical
debates on these matters. As described above the primary
strength in using film in such debates is the extremely detailed
and ungovernable accounts of social life offered by film. Thus
contrary to writing, film offers much more room for diverging
interpretations. Had we included Ton’s theoretical views more
directly in the film, viewers might have been stimulated to
interpret the things we see in a different way than Ton or to add
other perspectives to it. In the next chapter I will discuss how
such an integration of theoretical arguments and filmic montage
might be pursued in the editing of our forthcoming film about
the Balopa Cultural Festival.
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Soanin organized the festival in collaboration with a number of
clan leaders (lapans). Even though most people were satisfied
with the festival it was also met with critique from several sides.
Thus many and especially older people did not think that the
dance steps and rhythms had much to do with proper Baluan
tradition. Furthermore some people and especially the local
Seventh-day Adventist Church strongly criticized the use of large

A last but more tacit objective for Soanin was to improve his
chances as a candidate in the upcoming election for the national
parliament.

The underlying vision driving the festival is about creating
incentives and prospects for village/community-based eco-tourism
and culture tourism so that by participation, people are
empowered to develop correct perspectives about improving their
lot. (Ibid)

saw an opportunity to attract attention from the outside world
and especially international tourism:

BA LO PA CULTURAL FESTI VAL
The Balopa Cultural Festival was held on Baluan Island during
Christmas 2006. The principal organizer was the Baluan man
Soanin Kilangit, who had returned to the island after a long
career as teacher at the Admin College in Port Moresby. There
he had also been the organizer of a renowned music and dance
group called Paluai SookSook, which at several occasions has
toured Australia, South Korea and Europe. The performances of
the group are based on dance steps and rhythms from Baluan,
which have been mixed with other Manus beats, slightly
simplified and speeded up to fit the taste of a broader
international audience (Lewis 2004, 2007). Upon his return to
the island Soanin wanted to bring back some of the enthusiasm
for Baluan culture that had flowered in this dancing group. By
organizing a large festival—by far the largest in the history of the
island—he thereby saw an opportunity to fight the prevailing
“youth idleness” and “teach our younger generation respect for
their culture toward the wish for maintaining and preserving a
unique identity they should be proud of” (Kilangit 2006).
Through resurgence of traditional cultural practices Soanin also
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homemade penis imitations, the exposure of bare breasts as well
as certain erotic dance steps, which were likewise not recognized
as part of traditional culture. Rather than a resurgence and
celebration of traditional culture these people saw the festival as
a radical transformation and mixture of culture. From a
historical point of view they were in several ways right. Whereas
dance steps and rhythms traditionally were owned by kin groups
and used to display differences between groups, these new dance
steps and rhythms were presented as examples of a shared
regional heritage. Thus the main slogan of the festival was to
create “unity through culture”. As such the festival appeared to
be one brick in a larger transition from a traditional relational
form of sociality to a more abstract homogenous ‘imagined
community’ of the modern type developed in the west (cf.
Anderson 2003, Dalsgaard 2007, Otto 2007).
From the outset of the festival Soanin had allied himself with
many of the local lapans and in addition he drew on his
knowledge about how to attract financial support from the
government and other institutions. One of the institutions, to
which he applied for money was the University of Aarhus
through Ton Otto, who was also invited to attend the festival.
As a research team we were thereby drawn into the project as
accomplices in Soanin’s project, which he had urged us to

document in order to create more attention from the outside
world. We on our part saw the festival as an opportunity to
document the ongoing discussions about what Baluan culture
consists of and what it should and should not be used for.
Although we supported the festival with a donation, we did not,
however, want to remain accomplishes of Soanin. Whereas
Soanin primarily wanted us to document the visible parts of the
festival—the dances, the songs, the official speeches, the Miss
Balopa Queen Quest—we also wanted to explore some of the
more hidden sides of the political game and the radical cultural
and social transformations that the festival was enmeshed in.
Whereas the organizers of the festival had initiated the film
production as a dialogic project between them and us we also
wanted to establish other dialogues with some of the opponents
of the festival. We did this partly with the scientific aim of
attaining a more comprehensive perspective on the festival and
partly to avoid becoming entirely complicit in the agenda of the
organizers, who are also some of the most powerful people on
the island (cf. Marcus 1998). In the forthcoming film we thus
wish to present the story of the Balopa Cultural Festival as a
montage of different viewpoints; first of all it’s proponents, its
opponents and the anthropologists working on the island.
Another perspective we wish to include is the audience of
international tourists who despite the efforts of the organizers
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never arrived. Furthermore, we wish to include the global
inspirations that animate many of the actors. Lastly, we wish to
include our own reflections and the development of our
reflections on the things we experienced while filming the
festival as well as the reflections of the organizers and the other
islanders when they see our presentation of it.
But how to render such a conglomeration of viewpoints visible
in the form of a film? As mentioned in the introduction I have
conceived the writing of this thesis as a chance—through
reflection on the films I already have made—to develop some
ideas, which will guide the editing of this film. In the following I
will therefore outline some of the central scenes in the film and
discuss how they may be put together in the light of the
experiences I have drawn from the production of Want a Camel,
Yes? and Ngat is Dead. Firstly I will discuss how the film might be
put together as a montage of different ethnographic approaches
to the subject-matter. Secondly I will discuss how the film might
also gain something by incorporating radical ideas about
montage developed by filmmakers such as Eisenstein, Vertov,
Minh-ha and Gandini. As described in the introduction I
contend that such an approach might provide a more
comprehensive representation of what went on during the
Balopa Cultural Festival and in the same time make visible the

constructed nature of the representation as well as the way we as
filmmakers (and editors) are related to the representation.

Montage of different ways of seeing

Throughout the thesis I have attempted to show how a montage
and integration of different approaches to filmmaking more
often than not seem to lead to more nuanced and
ethnographically “thicker” depictions of social reality. Want a
Camel, Yes? was a result of a very intrusive mode of filmmaking
in which we explored the interaction between cameldrivers and
tourists through interviews and by setting up encounters
between the two groups. While this approach gave interesting
insights it nevertheless also meant that cameldrivers and tourists
primarily became occupied in a sort of reenacting of how they
would like to see their interaction. In-depth unobtrusive
observation of their interaction would have been helpful as a
counterpoint to these reenactments but this was not possible
due to the politically charged nature of the subject of the film.
My subsequent fieldwork, which consisted in active participation
as a broker of camel trips, gave me more insights in the
dynamics at work in the tourist-cameldriver interface and the
cameldrivers’ conceptions of their business strategies, their
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customers, and themselves. An integration of this “insiderperspective” with the footage recorded for the film could thus
have given a more nuanced and thick representation of what
goes on at the Pyramids Plateau.
The production of Ngat is Dead was likewise pursued through a
rather intervening way of filmmaking and thus we approached
our subject-matter through interviews with Ton and a number of
his informants on the island. Furthermore, the main line of
action in the film consists in Ton’s attempts to organize and at
the same time explore the ceremonies for his deceased father.
Nevertheless, the nature of the subject of the film, which was a
matter of public interest and debate on the island, made it
possible for us as a film crew to observe and document the
negotiations and the execution of the ceremonies without
disturbing the action taking place in any significant way. In
addition Ngat is Dead builds on the extensive knowledge Ton has
developed through more than three years of fieldwork on the
island. Some of this knowledge was integrated in the film
through voice-over comments and interviews with Ton. Even
though it is difficult to compare Ngat is Dead with Want a Camel,
Yes? I find that Ngat is Dead as a montage and integration of
dialogical, observational and explanatory modes of filmmaking
has become a much more nuanced representation than what we

were able to produce with Want a Camel, Yes? Even though such
an integration of different approaches to the ethnographic reality
by no means automatically yields a satisfying account, I think
that we might conclude that more often than not our knowledge
and representations of the subject of our studies will prosper if
we attempt to establish different viewpoints towards it.

As said, the recording of our film about the Balopa Cultural
Festival was likewise pursued by establishing dialogues with a
number of the actors involved in its organization. As the
organizers of the festival had a strong interest in our
documentation of the festival we were also allowed and
encouraged to film as much as possible of the performances
taking place. Thus we were seen as an integral and important
part of the festival. If we were not able to film life “as it is”
when the camera is not there, our filming nevertheless seldom
disturbed the action taking place since the festival was initiated
partly for the sake of attracting attention to the island.

Apart from dialogues and observations we also want to integrate
anthropological explanation in a similar way as we did with Ngat
is Dead. Thus many of the underlying structures and processes
have to be explained in order for viewers to get a proper
understanding of what goes on. Therefore we recorded several
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tapes with Ton giving his view on what goes on and furthermore
we recorded a discussion between him, Soanin and another
organizer of the festival in which Ton stated some of his
preliminary conclusions and made the organizers reflect on
them. Whereas the explanations in Ngat is Dead were often posed
in a rather implicit manner, I wish in this film to bring analytical
points and conclusions forth in a more explicit and direct way so
that viewers might be encouraged to reflect more actively on
what they see, our way of representation and the conclusions we
think might be made on the basis of it. Furthermore, I want to
incorporate diagrams and models that might aid viewers in
understanding the action taking place. In the following I will
outline one possible scene as an example of how the film will
benefit from such an integration of observation, dialogue and
explanation.

Traditional conflict resolution explained on
film
On the fourth day of the festival the initial excitement of the
participants seemed to have faded out partly due to heavy
rainfalls but more importantly because visitors from the
neighbouring island of Pam had withdrawn from the festival.

When we approached people we quickly found out that the
reason was that Soanin had had a row with the chairman of the
Provincial Tourism Board, John Malai, the night before. Soanin
had ended the argument by punching John directly in his face
whereupon John had fled back to his native island Pam. We
recorded several different versions of the incident. Many people
thought that Soanin had behaved extremely indecent, as one
simply does not hit a visitor no matter how provocative he is. By
punching John, a large fraction of the festival had withdrawn
and thus Soanin had put the whole festival at risk. Others—
including Soanin—regretted the incident but nevertheless also
criticized John for his provocations. Apparently John had
criticized the local organizers of the festival for being
incompetent and unable to keep track of the finances. Soanin
had nevertheless from his own pocket arranged several boats to
carry Pam participants to Baluan. Later he had asked John to
give money for buying food to the Pam people. John refused
and in addition required to see receipts, which proved that
Soanin actually had paid for the Pam people’s travels. This
demand triggered Soanin’s anger not least because of some other
tensions between the local organizers and the Pam people. Prior
to the festival the governor of the province had promised to
donate PGK 50.000 for the festival (equivalent to EUR 13.235).
Two days before the festival the governor visited Pam and
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promised to donate PGK 20.000 to a local school. Later the
Baluan organizers learned that the governor had reduced his
donation for the festival to PGK 30.000 and consequently they
suspected John Malai and other Pam leaders of manipulating the
governor to give some of the money intended for the festival to
the school on Pam. Later Steffen Dalsgaard who did fieldwork
in the Provincial Government found out that the money was not
that closely related, but since this was not known at the time the
air was full of accusations during the first couple of days of the
festival and this also fuelled the argument between Soanin and
John Malai.
Now, on the fourth day of the festival Soanin and the organizers
had a major problem. Regardless of whether they thought
Soanin’s behaviour had been justified a major fraction of the
festival participants did not want to participate any longer.
Therefore some of the Baluan lapans decided that a traditional
conflict resolution had to take place, in which Soanin would
have to apologize for his inappropriate behaviour and remedy
the assault by compensating John with a pig. Finally John
accepted to return to Baluan and receive the apology. A large
ceremony was arranged in which lapans from Pam and Baluan
were gathered on the stage of the festival. One after another they
held speeches in which they regretted what had happened and

pleaded for the festival to go on. Only few speakers commented
on the concrete dispute between Soanin and John, but rather
used their speeches to describe the many kin relations between
Pam and Baluan and their grief that these relations had been
threatened. Furthermore, some speakers recounted the specific
family ties connecting Soanin and John. After the speeches
Soanin gave his apology. Whereas most speakers had spoken in
their native language Soanin spoke in Tok Pisin and often
addressed the camera directly. Despite the apology Soanin’s
performance was somewhat arrogant compared to the lapans.
Rather than expressing regret he primarily used his speech to
thank the lapans who had arranged the conflict resolution and in
addition argued that now, thanks to the camera, the whole world
could see how Manus people—contrary to the US and
Taliban—knew how to solve a conflict quickly. John accepted
the apology whereupon all the participants started to give hand,
hug and greet each other.

In the film, this scene will be put together by intercutting the
actual action with the interviews we have made with all the main
participants. Like the scene with the speeches in Ngat is Dead the
recording of this traditional conflict resolution gives interesting
insights into how Baluan people manage their conflicts.
Furthermore, one senses the overwhelming importance the
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kinship ties has to these people—as when old men burst
into tears while recounting the long lists of family relations
between the two islands. Indeed, I think that this footage
may in extraordinary ways transcend the cultural divide
between the actors in the film and the predominantly
western audience of the film exactly because of the very
emotional expressions the recounting of kinship ties has.
Even though westerners might not understand the details of
the kinship system most people will be able to identify with
the emotions the system invokes in the Baluan and Pam
people and thus get an experience of what it means to be an
actor in these negotiations. While an intercutting between
interviews and the recordings of the actual conflict
resolution will be sufficient to communicate these aspects
of the conflict resolution to viewers, other things are also
going on which are not as visible to the camera. In a similar
way as The Ax Fight I think it could be useful to play the
sequence once more with an overdubbed anthropological
explanation and this second time integrated with models of
the kin relations and the resources of power invoked in the
speeches.
One of the things that occurs in this scene, but that will
have to be explicated through anthropological explanation,
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is a rather complex articulation of traditional and modern forms
of leadership. Thus we see that even though Soanin is on his way
to establish himself in a very powerful position on the island, he
is still highly dependent on the support of traditional leaders.
While these leaders have achieved their status as a combination
of privileged kinship positions coupled with personal
accomplishments in traditional ceremonies, Soanin does not
himself have a privileged position within a kinship network.
Rather Soanin’s status and leadership build on the resources he
has been able to attract to the island due to his knowledge of
how to get government funding. For the festival he was able to
collect a total of PNK 50.000. All this money was at the end of
the festival divided in shares and given to the people who had
participated in the festival. Whereas Soanin had applied for
money in order to cover the “expenditures” for the festival
people received the money as “gifts” in a gigantic traditional
distribution (puron). Hence, Soanin’s leadership on Baluan is
tightly connected with his ability to direct resources from
modern institutions outside of Baluan and transform them into
gifts and valuables within the local exchange economy.
“Soanin’s puron”—as it was called—obviously threatened to
undermine the traditional hierarchies of power as few local
lapans would ever be able to make a distribution of comparable

size. But despite his overwhelming financial resources Soanin
was still heavily dependent on support from the traditional
lapans. His untimely and inappropriate assault on a visiting
kinsman vivified his lack of knowledge and perhaps even lack of
respect for local customs and norms. After the assault Soanin
was likewise not able to solve the crisis himself. Instead a local
assembly of lapans decided to take action so that the festival
could go on. These lapans were in various ways dependent on
Soanin partly because they had personal stakes in the festival and
some of them were also economically dependent on him. Thus
what we have here is a sort of mutual interdependency in which
traditional lapans gain status and other benefits from supporting
Soanin, while Soanin receives guidance in traditional matters and
furthermore receives the traditional authentication he lacks due
to his inferior position in the kinship system. We also see that
the interdependence is highly unstable and it is difficult to
determine for how long and in what ways the traditional forms
of leadership will prevail. At a more theoretical level we might
reflect on the scene in terms of Ton’s thoughts about how
cultural changes take place at different tempi and different levels
of conscious agency (Otto 2007). Thus it appears that many of
the traditional practices, dances and drumbeats undergo radical
transformations, when they are suddenly used as expressions of
a shared homogenous regional culture (cf. Dalsgaard 2005). But
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at the same time we see how traditional conceptions of
personhood and identity, which are closely tied to the kinship
system, continue despite the changes taking place in the more
visible parts of Baluan culture—as in the conflict resolution
between Soanin and John Malai.
Even though these abstract reflections about the conflict
resolution are not all directly visible in the footage they are,
however, important in order to understand what is going on.
Furthermore, an explicit incorporation of the analysis will also
animate viewers to critically start verifying whether what they see
corresponds to what they are explained or whether other
analyses would give more convincing explanations. As some of
the reflections were already made by Ton during the film
production, we will be able to incorporate the analysis as a direct
function of our relationship with the people under study (cf.
Kildea and Simon 2005).
Apart from Ton’s verbal reflections on what we see in the
conflict resolution and the wider context in which this footage
takes part, another way in which I wish to vivify the more
hidden sides of the scene is—in a similar way as The Ax Fight—
by incorporating visual lineage cards and models. Such abstract
models have been widely used within written ethnography to

visualize complex matters that may take many pages to write.
Nevertheless, kinship charts entail a gross reduction of reality
and one important critique of kinship charts and models as they
appear in written ethnographies is that they are static (Bourdieu
1977: 8). In the age of structural functionalism, anthropologists
made it a virtue to extract a static model that could explain
traditional societies (Moore 2004: 148). Since then numerous
writers have criticized such models for their lack of the temporal
dimension but despite the critiques, models and kinship charts
remain a powerful way of communicating complex aspects of
culturally different realities.

Contrary to the static models of kinship systems as we know
them from articles and books, I wish to explore the possibilities
of using the temporal aspect of film in order to animate these
models. Thus what I imagine is to take a visual journey—similar
to the portable GPS car navigation systems—through the kin
and exchange relations at stake in the negotiations. Sometimes
we will rise high above them in order to get a bird’s eye
overview. At other times we will delve into it in order to track
the specific actors’ recounting of the relations. In a similar way
we might travel around in a model of the articulation of
traditional and modern forms of power and leadership and track
the resources on which actors such as Soanin and John Malai
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and other lapans build their power. Furthermore we can
manipulate the models temporally to describe how relations
were before and how they might become. Contrary to Hastrup’s
critique of film as rushing on I thus want to make use of the
unique possibility of film to show both spatiality and temporality
at once. Such animated lineage charts and models of the
articulation of traditional and modern forms of leadership are of
course technically difficult and time consuming to make.
Nevertheless, animation software such as 3DMatrix and
Pixels3D make it possible and affordable. What I am rather
certain of is that such an application of the model and the
kinship chart in a new and dynamic form in the representation
of the Balopa Cultural Festival will be a very valuable shortcut in
order for outside viewers to gain insight in the things going on.
And equally important, the explication of our understanding of
what goes on will to a greater degree allow viewers to discern to
what extent our analysis accounts for what they see. Thus the
animated kinship chart adds another perspectival viewpoint—
another way of looking—at the totality of the event in addition
to the observations of the festival, the dialogues with the people
and Ton’s verbal comments. It is a perspective that will aid
viewers to approach the view from everywhere but—like in the case
with The Ax Fight—at the same time makes visible the
impossibility of arriving there.

Montage as an internal combustion engine

While the film will make use of dialogical, observational and
explanatory approaches, I also wish to make use of the more
radical style of montage discussed previously when introducing
Gandini’s film Surplus. Contrary to the realism, which has and
indeed continues to prevail in much ethnographic filmmaking,
the other main conclusion I find may be drawn from Want a
Camel, Yes? and Ngat is Dead is that framing, montage, grading,
sound editing and other forms of filmic technique do not
necessarily pollute and destroy the indexical links of film footage
and disable viewers from seeing for themselves. On the contrary,
montage and other forms of filmic manipulation may often be
necessary tools in order to make visible what is significant in a
given sociocultural setting. While I agree with MacDougall’s
points about the transcultural potential of images, I find that
whether or not viewers pay attention to the transcultural content
of images depends to a large extend on the efforts of the
filmmaker in highlighting it through montage and other forms of
filmic contextualisation. In Want a Camel, Yes? we used montage
to highlight the things which are shared by both cameldrivers
and tourists in order to make the primarily western audience
attentive to the cameldrivers as something other and more than
just the usual con men who play havoc at their holiday
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destinations. In Ngat is Dead we used montage among other
things to highlight the rhetorical play and humour which are
applied in the heated arguments between the different clans. If
we had shown these arguments without severe compression of
time and space, these aspects, which are an important part of the
negotiations, would have been lost on most viewers. The feel of
the game was thus only rendered visible and recognizable by way
of montage.
While I think our use of montage was relatively successful in
these two previous film productions I wish with this new film to
explore what may happen if the editing is pursued in a more
radical fashion. In Eisenstein’s conception what we have done in
Want a Camel, Yes? and Ngat is Dead would probably be termed
mundane montage—that is montage established in order to
make coherence and narrative integrity (cf. Thompson and
Bordwell 2003: 134). Thus the montage in Ngat is Dead was put
together in order to produce a coherent storyline that could give
viewers a chance to identify with Melanesian ways of perceiving
the world. In Want a Camel, Yes? the montage was in a similar
way constructed as an intertwinement of three different
storylines. As Paul Henley has recently commented, such use of
narrative techniques are inevitable in all kinds of ethnographic
filmmaking since film footage—in order to be viewable—

somehow has to take a recognizable and comprehensible form
(Henley 2006: 377).

With this new film I wish, however, to go a bit beyond Henley’s
argument. While I agree that it is about time that ethnographic
filmmakers start to face the fact that they manipulate reality into
stories (Ibid: 380)8 there should be no reason to confine
ourselves to the conventional modes of storytelling. What I
think might produce interesting new forms of representation is
actively to challenge the established ways of storytelling by using
them but simultaneously disrupting them.

Obviously, a great number of filmmakers already have faced this fact.

[…] despite its keen sensitivity to issues of representation and

In an article on the uses of montage in ethnographic writing
George Marcus has pointed out how ethnographic films most
often are received as exemplars or case studies “messier and
truer than writing” which might be applied to “confirm an
insight, argument, or ethnographic common sense that has been
established through writing and discussion” (Marcus 1994: 38).
Ethnographic film is, however, not in itself considered capable
of creating or representing such abstract classificatory
knowledge. Marcus partly agrees on this view:

8
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reflexivity in textmaking, I have found ethnographic film rather
tame in its will to rethink the project of ethnography itself” (Ibid:
38).

Thus Marcus points to the paradox that whereas ethnographic
writing since the eighties has been experimenting with the
cinematic metaphor of montage this in the larger part of
ethnographic filmmaking remains something to be avoided along
with other ways of manipulating the original material. As he has
argued in his call for “multi sited ethnography” the object of
anthropology is at accelerating speed widening due to the
various processes referred to by the term globalization (1995:
95). For this reason it is today more difficult than ever to retain a
fantasy about a people whose culture and society can be studied
solely by reference to itself. The question thus arises of “how to
render a description of cultural process that occurs in
transcultural space, in different locales at once, in parallel,
separate, but simultaneous worlds?” (Marcus 1994: 40). Marcus’
proposal is to develop multi-sited methods of fieldwork as well
as multi-sided methods of representation. To this end the
principles of montage and parallel editing seem particularly
relevant. Oddly however, he only finds experiments with
montage within written anthropology—citing among others
Taussig’s Colonialism, Shamanism, and the Wild Man (1986)—
whereas one should expect that it could be done much more

effectively and easily in filmic representations.

In Eisenstein’s conception “intellectual montage” as opposed to
“mundane montage” refers to the juxtaposition of dissimilar
images, which in confrontation give the viewer the possibility of
seeing a reality more real than the images seen in isolation: “if
montage is to be compared with something, then a phalanx of
montage pieces, of shots, should be compared to the series of
explosions of an internal combustion engine” (Eisenstein in
Jacobs 1979: 130). Such radical montage has according to
Eisenstein the potential—through shock-effects—of providing
the classic Hegelian-Marxist dialectic of thesis, antitheses leading
to synthesis (Willerslev 2007: 81). Eisenstein’s rival Vertov had a
similar view of the possibilities of montage encapsulated in the
concept of Kino Pravda. Rouch and Morin were among others
inspired by Vertov and thus cinéma-vérité is a direct translation
of Kino Pravda meaning film-truth. Nevertheless, there are
important differences. Rather than the intersubjective truth
provided by Rouch’s “living participatory camera”, which
functions as an extension of the filmmaker’s body, Vertov aimed
at transcending the intersubjective and through montage reach a
revelation of a new and truer vision than what is possible to see
from the subjective viewpoint of the human eye. Rather than the
camera as an extension of the body and sight of the cameraman,
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the camera should ideally be liberated so as to make the
cameraman an extension or servant of it. This is the utopian
vision that is shown in his famous film Man with a Movie Camera
(1929) when the camera suddenly starts unpacking itself and
walks about filming the citizens of the Soviet Republic. Thus it
was in the capacity of the camera to film things not possible to
see with the human eye, and in the capacity of montage to
juxtapose otherwise separate perspectives that Vertov attempted
to arrive at a new and more truthful vision of reality.
Thus, like Marcus, Vertov and Eisenstein were preoccupied with
the possibilities of the camera as a device capable of producing a
vision, which radically differs from what we are able to see from
our subjective bodies (cf. Arnheim 1957: 154). Contrary to
filmmakers within the tradition of cinéma-vérité and
observational cinema they valued the camera not in its capacity
of imitating human vision but rather in transcending it. Despite
the similarities there are however notable differences between
Marcus and the old constructivists. Marcus primarily discusses
the potential of montage as a method of “setting the scene
objectively” so as to fit with the contemporary global reality in
contrast to the traditional fictions of single locality studies (1994:
48). Eisenstein and Vertov’s films—and most notably perhaps
Man with a Movie Camera—were on the contrary essentially

constructivist in the sense that the truth and the new vision they
produced were a possibility of seeing and thereby creating the
splendour of the young post-revolutionary communist society as
a whole organic body of humans and machines moving forward
in harmonious symbiosis. As Vertov describes in his proposal
for the new electric man:

I am kino-eye. From one person I take the hands, the strongest
and most dexterous; from another I take the legs, the swiftest and
most shapely; from a third, the most beautiful and expressive
head—and through montage I create a new, perfect man (Vertov
1984: 17)

In the wake of postmodernism and the crisis of representation
montage has also been used as a means of deconstructing
established consensus and forms. One of the most radical
attempts in this regard is Trinh T. Minh-ha’s Reassemblage
(1982)—a film which was recorded in a Senegalese village but
mainly consists of a critique of ethnographic styles of
representation. Through abrupt jumpcuts of many of the typical
objects of ethnographic films such as women breastfeeding their
babies, crying children, laughing children, traditional dancing,
singing and corn grinding she effectively disrupts our seeing and
instead directs viewers’ attention to their own acts of seeing and
the ways in which ethnographical films conventionally establish
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their subjects (cf. Crawford 1992: 78). Eric Gandini’s Surplus
(2003) in a similar way uses montage as a way to deconstruct and
circumvent established meanings and conceptions. Thus, rather
than offering answers to the paramount problems of mass
consumption, which it depicts, the film aims at criticizing and
subverting the truth claims of world leaders and antiglobalisation
gurus. This is done through violent juxtaposition of footage shot
at different times and places in the world. A good example is a
scene in which Bush, Blair, Berlusconi, Kohl, Putin, Chirac,
Gates and other world leaders are brought together in a 30
second “G8 World Shop: buy-it-all” TV-commercial. Through
rapid intercutting of different speeches their lips are
synchronized to one long statement about how large
multinational corporations are starting to rule the world: “they
are the powerful producers of information and meaning and you
are the passive consumer of that meaning.” This statement is
again dubbed into TV-commercials of Barbie dolls, burgers and
cars. Thus montage of different perspectives combined with
severe filmic manipulation establishes a new truth where the
words of the powerful are suddenly used against them as their
own opponents calling for a critical scrutiny of the direction of
the contemporary consumer culture. Contrary to Hastrup’s
statement on the hierarchy between words and images, we have
in Surplus an example of images that encompass, contextualize,

comment, criticize and subvert the meaning of words. Surplus
thereby delivers an interesting answer to the critique of
observational filmmakers against the excessive use of voiceover
narration, which once dominated images in films (cf. Henley
n.d.). In Surplus several heads of state, CEO’s and
antiglobalisation gurus attempt to tell us what to see and how to
interpret the global situation but the montage of images and
sounds show a rather different story. Thus, rather than telling
what to see, the montage in Surplus lets its viewers see and hear
what they are being told.

As these examples show, montage as a cinematic principle might
be applied in a variety of ways to construct, deconstruct or offer
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alternative ways of seeing the world. What the different
approaches have in common is that, rather than trying to imitate
the human eye, they use the capabilities of film to produce
visions, which cannot be seen from our normal perceptual
position. With this forthcoming film about the Balopa Cultural
Festival it is this capacity I wish to make more use of.

The Miss Balopa Queen Quest as montage
The primary motor driving the film will be the chronological
narrative of how Soanin and the other organizers decided to
arrange a large festival on the island. Thus we follow Soanin and
other actors through the preparations and the execution of the
festival and we see the problems arising underway. The film ends
when Soanin is sitting in his fishing boat far out on the sea
relaxing after the festival has finished. He reflects on the festival
and argues that despite the problems he thinks the festival has
been a success. For the first time he also explicitly states that he
will now attempt to go into politics. As Henley (2006) points
out, the use of such chronological narrative has several
advantages. Firstly, this is the order in which the events actually
unfolded and thus despite all postmodern critique, a
chronological representation does have some claim on the real

that cannot be disregarded. Furthermore, the chronological
narrative has as a recognizable form also a function in keeping
the attention of the viewer. Nevertheless, many things cannot
easily be shown through a one-stringed chronological
representation. Thus it is my intention at various points in the
film to break the chronology by going back in time, go forth
and/or enter the more theoretical reflections of Ton.

One of the rather interesting aspects of the debates about
Baluan tradition and culture is that the arguments entail several
different attitudes towards time. Thus, while Soanin’s
conceptualisation of culture is primarily directed towards the
contemporary world around Baluan, many of the critics of the
festival mainly emphasize the past as the reference in relation to
which the cultural performances should be evaluated. As Ton
has pointed out, the invocation of the concept of kastam is often
made as a “reinstatement of past practices [...] to solve present
problems (Otto 2007), but when people like Soanin refer to
culture (kalsa) they are rather invoking ideas of a shared identity
which distinguishes Baluan people as a whole vis-à-vis other
people in the world and which may be used to enter into
exchange relationships with the globalized world.

These diverging spatial and temporal attitudes may be
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cinematically depicted by either tracing the arguments beyond
the coastal borders of Baluan and out into the global reality or
by tracing the critical arguments against the festival back through
the history of the island. Whereas the first might be visualized by
incorporating footage shot at other places in the world the latter
may be depicted by including archival footage and photographs
from the island’s past. The coexistence of the different attitudes
towards time may be depicted through parallel editing but also
by using filmic techniques such as split screen. Split screen in
particular—as it appears in recent TV-shows such as 24 Hours
(Cochran and Surnow 2001) or Trial and Retribution (La Plante
2007)—is a powerful way of depicting the simultaneity of several
lines of action, but also of contrasting or backing up verbal
statements made in speeches or interviews with footage
depicting what is spoken about.
One particular event in the festival that usefully could be
depicted by way of such radical montage, parallel editing and

split screen is the Miss Balopa Queen Quest. This beauty contest
was a new invention inspired by similar contests in the Pacific
and around the globe (cf. Bossen 2000). Through this contest
the organizers hoped partly to motivate young people to revive
traditional practices and furthermore to attract international
tourists to the island by making it into a competition similar to
other contests around the globe. Each village on Baluan and the
neighbouring islands had selected a candidate for the show who
was dressed in traditional costumes and accompanied to the
stage by one or more male dancers. After making a catwalk the
beauty queens held a speech in which they stated their name and
age, told about their hobbies and explained what their objectives
were for participating in the contest. Most of the candidates had
rehearsed their speeches in English and forcefully stated their
pride of their traditional culture and their hopes that their
performance of culture could attract tourists. As the last part of
their presentation the queens gave a short traditional dance
performance.
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What is interesting in this scene is the powerful ways in which
these young women claim their pride in their culture, show
their traditional dresses and dances in a form, which,
nevertheless, borrows considerable inspiration from global
mass-culture and to many Baluan people appears entirely
new. Western viewers might also be provoked by the way
these women connect their traditional culture with prospects
for earning money from tourism. Thus, whereas the exposure
of bare breasts for Baluan people was considered a symbol of
traditional culture, which gave extra points in the
competition, these same breasts might for western viewers
invoke associations to disagreeable forms of tourism as it
appears in Thailand and other places in the world. The
commodification of culture, which is entailed in ethnic
tourism, has thus by many anthropologists been viewed as
synonymous with depletion and destruction of culture (cf.
Greenwood 1978: 137). This is obviously not an anxiety
shared by the women and the organizers of the festival, who
on the contrary view the prospect of earning money through
performing culture as a unique possibility of preserving and
developing their culture.
The challenge of depicting this event cinematically is thus to
visualize the complex mixture of cultural ideas and
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expressions of identity which are applied and to make visible the
interconnectedness of these performances with global cultural
processes. An in-depth observational gaze at the Balopa Queen
Quest is not in itself capable of visualizing what goes on as the
performances are intimately linked to the Baluan past, to ideas
about the future and in important ways to the world around
Baluan. Therefore my aim is in several intermezzos throughout
the film to incorporate footage shot at other similar festivals in
the Pacific and from events such as Miss Red Cross PNG and
Miss World. Furthermore footage shot at tourism sights around
the globe might be incorporated in order to juxtapose what we
see in the footage from the festival. I imagine that such a
montage should primarily be based on music—the indigenous
drumbeats recorded at the festival as well as other similar
festivals and the modern pop music, which is played during the
catwalk at international beauty contests. These beats may flow in
and out of each other so that modern pop music suddenly feeds
into the catwalks performed at the Balopa Cultural Festival and
the Garamut drumming at the festival is paired with other forms
of indigenous drumming. The statements made by the Baluan
Queens might likewise be repeated and overdubbed into
sequences of international supermodels performing at other
places in the world, of the proud Sherpa guides in Nepal or of
Thai girls at the beaches in Ko Pang Yang. Through such

montage what might become visible is the interconnectedness
and the simultaneity of global cultural processes of which the
Balopa Queen Quest is a part. Furthermore, through such a
montage of shots we will cinematically be able to provide our
comments as filmmakers about what these performances might
say something about, which sociocultural processes they are a
part of and what future scenarios might be the outcome of them.
Through montage such things can be stated but they are,
however, not stated in quite the same closed fashion as in a
written article as each individual shot still preserves their
indexical links to the ungovernable and ambiguous life they
reproduce. Thus a montage of this kind does not present a
coherent and uniform depiction of reality “as it is” but rather
through contrasts and discords suggests possible connections
and parallels between the past, present, future and the global
world around the island. In the editing, the problem of
suggesting too much with the montage will inevitably arrise.
Therefore the task will be to find out what juxtapositions
provokes and enhances our vision and opens our eyes to new
unexpected connections and what juxtapositions only confuses
our gaze.9

9 Kildea and Leach’s Trobriand Cricket (1979) and Rouch’s Les Maîtres Fous (1955)
applies similar juxtapositions of diegetic and extra-diegetic content.
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A messy but anthropological film
Many years after the release of The Ax Fight (1975) Asch recalled
the editing process as follows:
I was dealing with a document of great realism and certainty. As
anthropologists we assumed that we could make an accurate
translation and representation of culture … At one point I thought
I was making a perfect film but when I asked Chagnon to do the
kinship diagram (his only responsibility) for a third time to show
the marriage alliances between the combatants—which somehow
didn’t get into the first two attempts—that was the whole point of
the kinship chart. He had done it twice and would not do it a third
time. I was flabbergasted. I couldn’t believe it because, you know, I
was making the “perfect” film. But then I thought so much of our
work as anthropologists is flawed, why should this be any
different? Its flaws were instructive to students. I felt it was a bit
like a gargoyle at Chartres…one of those strange things that stick
out and you say, what’s this? (Asch in Ruby 2000: 129)

Here Asch explains the editing process in his usual pragmatic
way highlighting the use of the film as a tool to teach students
anthropology. Acciaioli has recently discussed how this amounts
to a rare stance between modernist empiricism and
constructivism and postmodern deconstruction (Acciaioli 2004:
141). While Asch does not reject the project of representation,

keeping documentation as an ethical imperative, he notes that “it
is important for all of us to learn how to make better and better
representations” (Asch 1993: 10).

In this chapter I have attempted to outline some ideas, which in
many ways bare resemblance to the pragmatic stance of Asch.
Thus I have argued that a satisfying representation of the Balopa
Cultural Festival cannot be accomplished simply by showing
footage shot from the festival alone. In order to render visible
and comprehensible many of the things going on, what also has
to be included is some amount of didactic anthropological
explanation possibly aided by visual models as well as footage
shot in a variety of other places than the festival. Thus what we
see cannot be understood merely on its own terms. If we ‘really’
are to see and get an understanding of what goes on, we need to
know something about all the things that are not directly visible.
In many important ways the festival is a part of and a responce
to global impulses and an account of the festival will also in
some way or another have to account for these impulses.
Luckily, as Marcus has pointed out, film may through montage
and parallel editing in fact be better equipped than writing to
depict such global interconnectedness. But montage needs not
only to be reserved as a tool of “setting the scene objectively” as
Marcus has argued. As filmmakers such as Minh-ha and Gandini
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have demonstrated, montage may also be used to deconstruct
and subvert our practices of seeing. Whereas one may contend
that these filmmakers hardly succeed going beyond their own
critiques and in fact seem to reject the project of representation
all together, I think that a fruitful new anthropological cinema
may come by if their deconstructivism is combined with earlier
constructivist and empiricist approaches to filmmaking. Here
deconstruction should not be the end point, but a tool to
unsettle our ordinary vision in order to improve our ways of
seeing.
In ethnographic filmmaking it has for a long time been comme il
faut to include the anthropologists and the filmmakers in the
film. But why not also include the editing and the editor? As
Asch pointed out, better representations may come about if
we—rather than downplay and hide “things that stick out”—
actively seek to preserve the dissonance and interference
between shots (cf. Vaughan 1992: 110). Rather than relying on
unobtrusive editing, which often tends to hide cuts by placing
them “in the blink of an eye” (Murch 1995), I thus think that it
may be a good idea to make cuts visible—make them “right in
the eye”—so that viewers constantly are made aware of the
constructed nature of the representation which will never match
the world it attempts to delineate.

Furthermore, I have argued for the possibilities in a stronger
integration of written and filmic forms of representation. As we
have seen, a combination of different approaches to filmmaking
often results in thicker and more comprehensive, if however
also, more incoherent representations. Why should ethnographic
film confine itself to that which can be recorded on film? And
why should anthropological articles confine themselves to that
which can be written? With the footage recorded at the Balopa
Cultural Festival I wish to make a film that combines the best of
both approaches. Thus, whereas the footage may give viewers a
practical sense of the political game during the festival, visual
models and Ton’s explanation may account for the broader
underlying structural features that also are important for an
understanding of what goes on. The combination of these two
media may be a step on the road to what could be called an
anthropological film—that is, not merely a film, which describes
a people by representing detailed examples of their practices, but
a film which also engages itself directly in theoretical questions
about the human condition. To quote once again from Ruby,
who, as mentioned previously, likewise fantasizes about more
theoretical reflection in anthropological films:

It is a fantasy in which an anthropological cinema exists—not
documentaries about “anthropological” subjects but films
designed by anthropologists to communicate anthropological
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insights. It is a well-articulated genre distinct from the conceptual
limitations and techniques from the whole of cinema—fiction,
documentary, animation, and experimental. A multitude of film
styles vie for prominence—equal to the number of theoretical
positions found in the field. (Ruby 2000: 279)

As MacDougall has noted Ruby’s call for reflexivity in film is at
times pushed too far. Thus what has to be done in a new
anthropological cinema is for Ruby “to contextualize the realistic
effect of film as merely an illusion by making overt the
theoretical basis of the construction of the image” (Ibid 178).
Even though films can be illusive, they are however, according
to MacDougall, not only illusions:
In fiction films as well as non-fiction films, we use “found”
materials from this world. We fashion them into webs of
signification, but within these webs are caught glimpses of being
more unexpected and powerful than anything we could create.
(2006: 4)

In MacDougall’s view what has to be done in order to make a
good film is therefore to balance being and meaning in a way
“that takes into account the autonomy of being” (Ibid). Rooted
in the phenomenological tradition, MacDougall’s view is that
being comes before meaning and that film has a privileged
access to being which it should seek to preserve.

While MacDougall certainly has some points in his critique of
Ruby’s at times exorbitant self-reflexivity (Ibid 266), I
nevertheless find that he goes too far in the opposite direction,
sometimes trusting too much on the capacities of the visual. If
film is able to address aspects of social life in ways impossible
through words, I find, that the filmic depiction of these things
are often highly dependent on the use of words as well as other
contextualisation strategies such as montage and framing. Rather
than trying to protect the glimpses of being in a film from our
“webs of signification” I will argue that, since we as viewers,
filmmakers, and anthropologists are always already enmeshed in
preconceived meanings, the primary commitment of an
anthropological cinema should be to unsettle and dislodge those
meanings. Thus, in my view, meaning and the disruption of
meaning appear to be a precondition for any attempt to get a
view on the “being” of others.

In our film about the Balopa Cultural Festival one such glimpse
of being may hopefully come about when the old lapans burst
into tears while recounting their kin relations and thereafter one
after another start hugging. Nevertheless, without some amount
of explanation the scene with these crying men will simply not
transcend the cultural divide to the primarily western audience of
the film. Without explanation viewers will perhaps pity or simply
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regard these men as pathetic, but in either case they will not
understand why these men need to show such feelings at this
event. Without explanation viewers will therefore have to
attribute what they know to a world, which they do not know,
and which in important aspects is very different. While the
explanation may outline how the old men’s grief are connected
with dividual forms of personhood, it cannot, however, tell us
much about how it feels to be a “dividual person” in this
particular situation. Indeed, the concept of the dividual person is

not an ethnographic fact but an analytical construct created to
make sense of a sociality so radically different from our own
(Strathern 1988: xii). What the juxtaposition of anthropological
explanation and film footage can do for us is thus to disrupt our
inclination of attributing sameness to difference and at the same
time make us aware of the limitations of our theoretical
constructs. Through such juxtapositions I contend that we will
be able to get a better view on the subjects of our studies.
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What Borges describes having seen in the cellar of this house is
not a vision common to everyone. Rather, it is the vision of
God’s eye, the view from everywhere, and relieved from subjectcenteredness this vision thus gives itself as the ultimate absolute
objectivity. In this thesis I have argued that this impossible
viewpoint, which Merleau-Ponty in his discussion of object
perception has defined as the normative viewpoint from which
all other viewpoints deviate, could also usefully be understood as

cancer in her breast; […] I saw the drawer of a writing table (and
the handwriting made me tremble) unbelievable, obscene, detailed
letters, which Beatriz had written to Carlos Argentino; I saw a
monument I worshipped in the Chacarita cemetery, I saw the
rotted dust and bones that had once deliciously been Beatriz
Viterbo; I saw the circulation of my dark blood; I saw the coupling
of love and the modification of death; I saw the Aleph from every
point an angle, and in the Aleph I saw the earth; I saw my own
face and my own bowels; I saw your face; and I felt dizzy and
wept, for my eyes had seen that secret and conjectured object
whose name is common to all men but which no man has looked
upon—the unimaginable universe. (Borges 1971: 27-9)

FINAL CONCLUSIONS
In a short fictional story the Argentinean writer Jorge Luis
Borges has described how one of his acquaintances, Carlos
Argentino, once invited him to his house to see a little iridescent
globe called the Aleph, which was hidden under a step of the
stairway to the cellar. By looking at it, all possible perspectives in
the universe were revealed in one gigantic instant:
The Aleph’s diameter was probably little more than an inch, but all
space was there, actual and undiminished. Each thing (a mirror’s
face, let us say) was infinite things, since I distinctly saw it from
every angle of the universe. I saw the teeming sea; I saw the
daybreak and nightfall; I saw the multitudes of America; I saw a
silvery cobweb in the center of a black pyramid; I saw a splintered
labyrinth (it was London); I saw, close up, unending eyes watching
themselves in me as in a mirror; I saw all the mirrors on earth and
none of them reflected me; I saw in a backyard of Soler Street the
same tiles that thirty years before I’d seen in the entrance of a
house in Fray Bentos; I saw bunches of grapes, snow, tobacco,
lodes of metal, steam; I saw convex equatorial deserts and each
one of their grains of sand; I saw a woman in Inverness whom I
shall never forget; I saw her tangled hair, her tall figure, I saw the
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the normative viewpoint to which we orient our anthropological
investigations. Thus, when we approach the subjects of our
study, we are almost automatically guided to change our
position, to apply other methods, to get other perspectives in
order to arrive at a better understanding of the cultural and
social phenomena we deal with. I have argued that our natural
inclination to change our perspective could usefully be extended
to ethnographic filmmaking by way of a relaunch of the principle
of montage—not only a montage of different viewpoints
towards our subject-matter but also a radical montage of
different ethnographic ways of seeing. Often ethnographic films
seem to comply with certain modalities of filmmaking rather
than creatively mixing these modalities. Furthermore, the ideal
within most ethnographic filmmaking continues to be the
subjective viewpoint of the human eye either in the form of
observational cinema (the fly on the wall) or cinéma-vérité (the
fly in the soup). However, as Vertov realized eighty years ago, a
camera is not a human eye but a mechanical eye which—rather
than an ever floating stream of vision—provides a series of still
photos with a limited range of contrast, colour reproduction,
debt of field and angle. Trying to see like other humans through
a camera thus seems limiting to say the least. However, what the
camera is capable of is to capture footage, which subsequently
can be put together with other pieces of footage by way of

montage. As Vertov pointed out, montage seems to be the most
important capacity of film as this is what makes films capable of
transcending the three-dimensional human vision by providing
multi-dimensional visual experiences, which are impossible to
obtain from the subjective viewpoints of our bodies. While the
long uninterrupted shot of observational cinema may provide
footage from a viewpoint, which stands in a limited indexical
relationship to the human vision, montage can provide us with a
vision that transcends it. If we are to continue the tradition of fly
metaphors in the debates about visual anthropology, what I wish
to add to the tool palette of ethnographic films could thus be
described as a real eye of a fly—that is, this compound eye,
comprised of thousands of small lenses each capable of seeing a
small spectrum of the visible and each combining into a total
mosaic image. Thus montage promises the impossible dream of
perceiving the focal object from a variety of angles and at a
variety of times in one instant. Rather than the flat image
resulting from the Husserlian single perspective and the threedimensionality we ordinarily perceive, montage makes it possible
to get a glimpse of the multidimensional objectivity of the
object.

Apart from the montage of different perspectives and of footage
shot at different places and at different times, I have argued for
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the usefulness of a more promiscuous intertwinement of the
different ways of seeing, which have established themselves as
modalities in ethnographic filmmaking. I have discussed Asch
and Chagnon’s observational perspective, Rouch and Morin’s
dialogical intersubjective way of seeing, and the constructivist
and deconstructivist perspectives of Eisenstein, Vertov, Minh-ha
and Gandini. Furthermore, I have pointed to the possibilities of
using abstract written ways of communicating anthropological
knowledge in ethnographic films. I have argued that even
though one decides to live “looking through the viewfinder” for
an extended period of time among the people under study (cf.
MacDougall 2003: 119) many important features of sociocultural
interaction just do not reveal themselves on film. Often the
invisible features are, however, crucial for understanding what
goes on. Rather than through a camera they might be addressed
through prolonged participation and informal interviewing,
which, if successful, can give a researcher a subjective bodily
experience of the practices s/he is trying to understand. As my
analysis of The Ax Fight or Koriams Law suggests, integration of
these perspectives seems to strengthen these films as
anthropological accounts.
A year after Borges had seen the Aleph, he noted how he began
to speculate whether the Aleph really had revealed everything in

the universe or whether it in fact had been a fraud. He recalled
how he—while looking at the Aleph—in glimpses had seen
several other Alephs hidden at different places in the world. This
led him to wonder what these Alephs could have revealed and
whether that would have been more real than the vision he did
see. Nevertheless, this is impossible for him to verify since his
memory does not allow him to remember what he saw in its
totality. With time the memories he has start to dissolve in
favour of grey spots of doubt and uncertainty. Regardless of
whether he did actually see the universe in its entirety his limited
memory does not allow him to keep this total vision through
time. The moment he looks away forgetfulness seeps in. Rather
than total objectivity his account about the Aleph thus becomes
a partial onestringed narrative comprised of what he remembers
best. Furthermore, in an act of jealousy Borges decides to deny
having seen the Aleph in Carlos Argentino’s cellar, thereby
transferring his own uncertainty to his acquaintance as well.

In this context, the ending of Borges story might serve as a
warning pointing to the impossibility of total vision and total
objectivity. Better understanding and better anthropological
representations do not automatically come about just by moving
one’s perspective and applying as many methods as possible.
Some perspectives are better than others and different subjects
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require different sets of methods. Thus it is not through addition
of perspectives—as in Husserl—that we can hope to get a better
view of what we study, but rather through careful selection and
juxtaposition of the best perspectives. The montage I have
proposed is therefore not one of quantity—the more
perspectives the better—as it is obvious that some perspectives
are better than others. What I argue for is a promiscuous
approach to filmmaking where rather than compliance with
certain modalities, one from the outset starts at an experimental
stance and from thereon tries to figure out what combination of
perspectives might be brought together in order to bring forth
the best revelation of the subject-matter.
The other part of the epilogue to Borges’ experience in the cellar
of Carlos Argentino’s house—namely his jealous attempt to
transfer his own doubt of the truth-value of the Aleph to Carlos
Argentino by rejecting having seen it—might serve as another
warning against the ambition, which drives this thesis. Whether
or not Borges actually had a complete revelation of the universe
the knowledge he obtained is immediately used against his
acquaintance in their mutual rivalry. Thereby this story about the
revelation of the truth of the universe also tells a story about the
political situatedness of all knowledge. This is also an issue,
which has been discussed within the discipline of anthropology.

The fact that all knowledge and all scientific inquiries are
politically biased and often carry more or less conscious political
agendas is something, which for many writers led to the rejection
of the traditional anthropological knowledge project. Rather than
an investigation of the human condition it has been stated that
the discipline needed to be reframed as an emancipative project.
This is among other things what has inspired the attempts at
developing a shared, dialogical and collaborative anthropology.
While I agree with the view that all knowledge is politically
situated and while I will certainly not object if an anthropological
film, article or book proves itself emancipative I do not
subscribe to the idea that the project of anthropology itself
should be about emancipation. As Donna Haraway (1991) has
forcefully argued, it is however, by accepting the fact that all
knowledge is situated that we may get on with our investigations,
which consequently never will lead to the objective layout of the
sociocultural worlds we live in but which may lead to situated
and—in this sense—partially objective accounts of them.

Keeping these two parentheses in mind—about the impossibility
of total vision and the political and situated character of all
knowledge—I still think it will be worthwhile to explore the
possibilities in a montage approach to ethnographic filmmaking
and production of anthropological knowledge.
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DANSK RESUME
Dette speciale består i en undersøgelse af muligheder og
begrænsninger i brug af film i produktion af antropologisk viden.
Materialet for undersøgelsen er tre film, som jeg har produceret
gennem de sidste fem år; henholdsvis Want a Camel, Yes? (Nielsen
og Bahnsen 2004), Ngat is Dead (Nielsen, Dalsgaard og Otto 2007)
og Balopa Cultural Festival (under udarbejdelse). På baggrund af disse
produktioner udfolder specialet et argument om vigtigheden af
montage-princippet i etnografisk film. Således argumenterer jeg for
en radikal montage, ikke blot af klip filmet fra forskellige vinkler
og/eller forskellige dele af verden (Marcus 1994), men også for en
montage af forskellige antropologiske måder at se på verden. Disse
måder at se består eksempelvis i den intersubjektive metode, hvori
kameraet anvendes som katalysator til at fremprovokere folks indre
følelsesverden (Rouch og Morin 1961). En anden måde at se er
observational cinema, hvor man, i stedet for at fremprovokere, ønsker
at følge handlinger og begivenheder i den rytme og varighed, de
naturligt udfolder sig (Young 2003). En tredje måde at se er den
mere konventionelle form for forklarende film, som i lighed med
mange TV-dokumentarer starter fra den præmis, at billedet ikke er i

stand til at tale for sig selv og derfor nødvendigvis må udlægges
med ord. Gennem undersøgelsen af mine egne film samt film som
The Ax Fight (Asch and Chagnon 1975), Surplus (Gandini 2003),
Koriams Law (Kildea og Simon 2005), Cannibal Tours (O’Rourke
1988) og Chronicle of a summer (Rouch og Morin (1961) viser jeg,
hvordan disse måder at se – hver især – er i stand til at adressere
forskellige dele af den sociale virkelighed, mens de dog samtidig er
blinde for andre. Når disse måder at se bliver bragt sammen i
montage opstår imidlertid interessante interferenser og skævheder.
Disse skævheder provokerer vores blik, gør os opmærksomme på
dets begrænsninger, og giver os derved bedre mulighed for at få
indsigt i den pro-filmiske verden. I den visuelle antropologi er
montage ofte blevet beskrevet som noget, der helst bør undgås eller
minimeres, idet enhver indgriben i det filmiske materiale også
indebærer et skridt væk fra den direkte indeksikalske adgang til
verden (jf. Vaughan 1992). I modsætning til dette argumenterer jeg
for, at montagen – forstået som sammenstødet mellem forskellige
former for billeder, lyde og ord – ofte er forudsætningen for, at vi
kan tilnærme os verden, som den ser ud gennem et kamera.
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Want a C am el, Yes ?

their traditions and not least what role he plays himself. The film is part of

ensuing negotiations Ton learns how Baluan people perform and develop

ENCLOSED DVD’s
Documentary, 36 min, © 2004 Persona Film

long-term fieldwork in which filmmaking has become integrated in the

Christian Suhr Nielsen, Ton Otto, Steffen Dalsgaard

Balop a Cultural F estiv al (w ork -in -pr ogr ess )

anthropologist.

ongoing dialogue and exchange relations between the islanders and the

Mette Bahnsen and Christian Suhr Nielsen
“Want a Camel, Yes?” takes us to the Pyramids in Giza, Egypt. We are
shown the interaction between cameldrivers and tourists. Through price
negotiantions, conversations and interviews, we get an insight into how
they imagine and understand each other and what they think constitute a

archeological fieldwork in Manus, PNG 2006/2007. The larger part of the

Roughly edited videos from Aarhus University’s joint anthropological and

© 2007 Moesgaard Film

Ng at is D ead

recordings for our forthcoming film about the Balopa Cultural Festival

good trip to the Pyramids.

Ethnographic film, 59 min, © 2007 Moesgaard Film

white man does not steal it and makes money out of it.

advicing the islanders to take care of their culture and take care that the

and a Stringband performance featuring a thought-provoking song

the opening of the festival, an extract of the Miss Balopa Queen Quest

videos with highlights from the festival; a Sinal performance made during

were made during this fieldwork and the DVD therefore includes three

Christian Suhr Nielsen, Ton Otto, Steffen Dalsgaard
What does it mean when anthropologists claim to study the cultural
traditions of others by participating in them? This film follows the
anthropologist Ton Otto, who has been adopted by a family on the island
of Baluan in the South Pacific. Due to the death of his adoptive father he
has to take part in mortuary ceremonies whose form and content are
however forcefully contested by different groups of relatives. Through the
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